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ABSTRACT 
For the integration of robots into our everyday lives, the ability to perform 
autonomous navigation among humans is indispensable.  Given the importance, robot 
navigation has been a widely studied field since the 1980s. However, the focus within the 
navigation field has shifted from more of motion planning approaches towards ‘human-
aware navigation’ in the last decade or so. The term ‘human-aware navigation’ 
emphasizes an integral part wherein humans are not just simple dynamic obstacles but 
social and cooperating agents. Recent researches have prioritized this notion and 
integrated this philosophy into their motion planning frameworks. 
Conventional researches, almost in its entirety, always emphasize on safety and 
therefore, prioritize humans. However, in a congested area this approach will result in a 
highly inefficient robot motion. This thesis explores an unconventional idea wherein a 
robot tries to achieve a more efficient navigation by influencing an obstructing human to 
move away by means of contact. First, preliminary human reaction experiments were 
conducted wherein it is established that humans can be successfully induced to move in 
a desired direction. Following this result, a novel motion planning approach is proposed 
which considers inducement by contact. The system is then verified through simulation 
and real experiments. The results show that the proposed method can be utilized for safer 
and more efficient navigation in a crowded, but relatively static environment. 
However, such a method may incur certain psychological implications and therefore 
requires an acceptability check to ensure whether such action is acceptable or not. For 
this purpose, a part of this study analyzes the participant’s subjective response towards 
robot-initiated touch during the course of navigation. A 2 (robotic experience vs. none) x 
2 (warning vs. none) between-subject experiment with 44 people is conducted in which a 
mobile robotic platform exerted contact on an unaware and obstructing participant to 
make way towards its goal. The results show that prior experience with robots produces 
slightly better response even though the results are not statistically significant. However, 
a verbal warning prior to contact yielded much more favorable response. In general, the 
participants did not find contact to be uncomfortable and were not opposed to robot-
initiated contact if deemed necessary. 
Another crucial requirement for successful integration of robots in human society is 
to have a smooth and efficient robot navigation among humans. Towards this end, an 
indispensable characteristic of robot action is legibility while communicating its intention. 
vi 
However, unlike humans, present robots cannot convey its intention through human-like 
non-verbal communication. This thesis also explores various existing modes for 
communicating directional intent of a robot across four different passing and/or crossing 
scenarios as a means of overcoming the shortcomings of the robot’s non-verbal 
communication abilities. Specifically, studies have been performed into projection 
indicators, turn indicators, display indicators, and their combinations with sound, and 
their effectiveness investigated across different passing scenarios. The results of the study 
show statistically significant improvement in perceived feelings of the measured 
attributes when using auxiliary communicating methods. The auxiliary methods also 
improve cooperation from the participants. Nevertheless, the improvement in perceived 
feeling does not necessarily replicate in terms of efficiency and smoothness across all the 
scenarios. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Expected Role of Robots 
The idea of a robot or an autonomous being is a very old one. However, it was only 
in the latter half of the twentieth century that significant improvements could be achieved. 
In fact, there have been tremendous advancements in the sector of industrial robotics. Yet, 
for robots that can autonomously perform in an unknown environment, there are many 
aspects that still need to be considered and improved upon.  
Recent developments in terms of design and control, and computational power have 
nevertheless brought us a step closer to robots that are capable of working alongside 
humans. These developments have opened up a vast array of possible robotics application 
in the near future. In fact, there are many areas that have already welcomed and 
tremendously benefitted from the use of robotic technology. Some of these 
fields/instances include 
 Wide array of heavy industrial jobs, 
 Rehabilitation robotics, 
 Aerospace application, 
 Hospitals and medical care (surgery, etc.) 
 Entertainment and companionship, 
 Any kind of dangerous situation or place, 
 Military applications, etc. 
The list above provides us the few areas that have already started to make use of 
robotics technology, even if it is only in the nascent stages. With further improvements, 
robots will be used in more tasks and with higher frequency. There are many other areas 
where robotics has not yet entered but are expected to be heavily influential. One such 
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area is the elderly care sector. Ageing is slowly becoming a serious problem, especially 
in the developed countries. With continuous advancement in medicine, people are starting 
to live for longer and longer. For instance, let us take a look at Japan’s ageing crisis. 
Japan is facing one of the most aggravated ageing problem amongst the developed 
countries in the world at present. With the fertility rate at just 1.39 children per woman 
[1], the proportion of elderly is gradually increasing. In fact, over the next 25 years, the 
proportion of elderly is expected to increase from almost one in four to one in three [1]. 
This trend of increase in elderly population is clearly shown in Fig. 1.1 [2].  
 
Figure 1.1 A comparison between Japan and the rest of the world for population ages 65 
and above (% of total). [Data from database: World Development Indicators, Last 
updated: 04/11/2016] 
Naturally, an ageing society will engender a myriad of social and economic problems. 
One obvious problem is the caring of the elderly. With the sharp decline in the labor force 
and an equally steep rise in elderly population, taking care of the elderly will pose a 
serious challenge to the Japanese society. 
The solution to this problem is most probably as convoluted as the causes themselves. 
Also, it will probably require efforts from every sector of the society. Nevertheless, 
robotics is one field which can significantly work towards easing of this problem. In fact, 
the present government (Prime Minister Shinzo Abe) had allocated ¥2.39 billion in the 
fiscal 2013 budget to assist the development of elderly care robots [3]. Thus, robotics is 
expected to play a big role in taking care of elderly in future. 
It is very obvious that the industry of robotics can be very beneficial to humankind. 
However, for the integration of human symbiotic robots into our everyday lives, one 
indispensable capability on the robot’s side is the ability to perform autonomous 
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navigation. Without the ability of autonomous motion, the versatility of robots is greatly 
reduced. This is where the problem of robot navigation comes into play. In the next 
section, we will look into the existing robot navigation approaches and how the study we 
introduce in this thesis will fit into the collaborative motion scenario. 
1.2 Background and Motivation 
As stated above, robot navigation is an extremely important task without which robots 
will not find much use outside industries. Especially, if we consider robots to be helping 
us in our daily environment, the robot must be able to perform autonomous navigation. 
There have been various researches directed towards the realization of this task during 
the last three decades. Various methods have been developed [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11], 
and successful tests have been carried out in specific environments. In particular, mobile 
robots have been used in daily environments like shopping malls [12, 13], hospitals [14], 
and also as museum guides [15, 16].  
 
Figure 1.2 A typical crowded environment [17]. 
Fig. 1.2 depicts a typical crowded environment with different types of pedestrians. If 
we take the conventional approach in this situation, then no matter which direction we 
face, there will always be a probable collision. Further, as we are dealing with humans, 
at any instance a particular human will whimsically change his mind and make a sudden 
change in his trajectory. In this case, a typical path planning algorithm which selects the 
best possible trajectory beforehand will have to completely recalibrate the situation, and 
in this process, will significantly lose efficiency. Nevertheless, this is a situation in which 
humans can easily maintain a smooth and efficient navigation interaction. 
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Humans anticipate each other’s intention and cooperate with each other to produce a 
smooth and efficient navigation even during congested situations. Humans possess many 
crucial capabilities that allow them to navigate smoothly in crowded environments. One 
among these is human’s ability to communicate non-verbally [18]. During navigation 
interactions, by communicating non-verbally, humans can easily comprehend the 
intention of other interacting humans, and act accordingly. Understanding intention relies 
on processing the combination of various components within kinesics [19], such as facial 
expressions, body posture, eye movement, and other similar human characteristics. This 
interaction is inherently a two-way process where both the interacting humans exhibit and 
process each other’s intentions. Even though there has been considerable progress in the 
field of robotics in the last couple of decades, present robotic platforms still do not have 
the capacity to exhibit human-like non-verbal communication and also cannot process 
and understand the non-verbal signals conveyed by humans. This can lead to a robot 
behavior that is difficult to read and therefore, cause stress to any interacting human in 
addition to an overall inefficient navigation interaction. 
Humans are social beings that have special needs to feel safe and comfortable, unlike 
inanimate dynamic agents or stationary obstacles. Therefore, any mobile robot interacting 
with a human crowd needs to perform legible actions and/or behaviors that are acceptable 
to humans [20] [21]. Importance of social and legible behavior has been highly stressed 
in recent times for robot navigation among humans [22] [23]. One way to make robot 
navigation more legible is to use simple and intuitive auxiliary communication systems 
that can visually or audibly convey the robot’s directional intention.  
The importance of communicating directional intention for robot navigation can also 
be highlighted through human’s capacity to immediately react to sudden changes or 
quickly correct any misjudgment of impending circumstances. The comfortable and 
maximum human walking speed ranges from 127.2 cm/s to 146.2 cm/s and 174.9 cm/s to 
253.3 cm/s respectively [24] [25]. At these speeds, humans can easily maintain balance 
and perform evasive action. They can accelerate, slow down and even come to a stop 
almost immediately within their walking speed range. This ability allows humans to 
confidently walk forward despite being uncertain of the future circumstances. Present 
mobile robots do not have the necessary hardware and control designs to allow such 
sudden flexible adjustments. Under these circumstances, simple auxiliary mechanisms 
will help create fewer incidents of miscommunication and hence, will help robots avoid 
situation where they have to make sudden changes to their navigation actions. This 
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perspective is in alignment with the idea of cooperation which also plays a significant 
role in human navigation [27]. Humans understand each other’s intention and cooperate 
accordingly. Alternatively, seeking cooperation through non-verbal communication may 
possibly yield more friendly behavior. Therefore, another possible advantage (directly or 
as an indirect consequence) of using indication can be to seek cooperation which can 
make navigation planning easier in crowded situations. 
 
Figure 1.3 The Running Man from team IHMC falls down while trying to walk through 
a rubble [26]. 
Essentially, humans are equipped with sensors and hardware that have undergone 
millions of years of evolution and in addition to that, they have ability to process and 
understand social behaviors. These capabilities allow humans to easily tackle the problem 
of navigation even in crowded environments. However, as explained in the previous 
paragraphs, even the state-of-the-art robots are very far from achieving human like 
sensing and control systems. This is very evident from the performance of the high-end 
robots during the DARPA Robotics challenge in 2015. Most of the existing researches, 
that have actually deployed robots in a real environment, have simplified the environment 
and have always prioritized safety before efficiency [12 – 16, 28]. 
There are very few researches that have ventured into crowded environments with 
even higher density than that shown in Fig. 1.2. Althoff et al. [29] proposes a probabilistic 
collision state checker, which estimates the collision probability for a given state, and 
accepts a certain collision probability. Trautman et al. [27] presents a probabilistic 
predictive model of collision avoidance and goal-oriented behavior by extending the 
interacting Gaussian processes approach to include multiple goals and stochastic 
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movement duration. However, none of these studies utilize the concept of influencing a 
change of trajectory on humans. Further, like the previously mentioned papers, they also 
take a human-centered approach and assume a failed trial if there is a collision. As 
explained in the paragraph above, we simply cannot achieve an efficient motion in a 
crowded environment with such a human-centered approach. Nevertheless, for this thesis 
we do not focus on environment with higher densities than that represented in Figure 1.2. 
In conclusion, in light of the requirement for and the possible advantages that can be 
achieved by using intent communication mechanisms, we explore the usage of four 
different approaches that are already prevalent and established in human society to see 
whether they can equally apply and aid in robot navigation. Specifically, we study light 
(turn) signals, projection (projected light ray) signals, display signals (arrow on screen), 
their combinations with sound, and made a comparison between all of them across 
different passing scenarios. The fourth intent communication module includes the use of 
contact and it will be explained in Chapter 3 in more detail. 
1.3 Navigation Environment Simplification 
Navigation strategy greatly depends upon the nature of the environment. Probably the 
two most important variables when considering the nature of the environment are 
population density and the physical layout. Population density refers to the number of 
people in the navigation environment whereas the layout refers to the geometry of space. 
For instance, an open space versus a corridor. Another factor to consider is the dynamic 
nature of the environment. The navigation strategy can be different depending upon 
whether the environment consists of fast moving people or people who are standing in 
crowd listening to a speaker, for example. 
As is evident from the body of work produced by D. Helbing [8], pedestrians adopt 
different strategies based on the population densities of ‘normal’, ‘medium’ and ‘high’ 
densities.  For example, once the density goes beyond a certain threshold, pedestrians 
initiate lane formation. Other examples of behavior change include the adjustment of 
personal space. Once again, if there is very limited space, then people will have to pass 
very close to each other. Therefore, population density plays a significant role when 
adopting a navigation strategy and this must be included when we study robot navigation. 
The simplest way to look at the density problem is to divide the density into three 
categories of low or normal, moderate and high. A normal density can refer to ample 
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amount of space where the typical interaction will usually be one-on-one. For the 
moderate density, refer to Figure 1.2. In this case, people will have one-to-many 
interaction and the incoming pedestrians who will be interaction in near future can be 
occluded at present. Finally, a high density environment can be anywhere between 0.25 
person to more than 1 person per meter squared. There is ample amount of researches that 
have looked into the pedestrian density [30, 31, 32], however most of these study tends 
to focus on safety issues regarding evacuation, structure strength and sometimes even 
human detection [33]. Consequently, less attention has been given to the classification of 
pedestrian density in terms of navigation study. The numbers provided above only gives 
a simple representation and are not intended for a concrete categorization. 
As explained in the previous paragraphs, it is of utmost importance that we consider 
different navigation strategies based on the nature of the environment. It will obviously 
be very practical to coalesce them into one single theory but that is out of scope for this 
thesis. It is much practical to tackle the problem by splitting them into specific groups. 
For this thesis, we will consider two types of human crowd settings. The first one is a 
moderately crowded and dynamic environment as represented by Figure 1.2. The second 
one is highly crowded but relatively static as represented by Figure 1.4. 
 
Figure 1.4 A congested but relatively static environment [34]. 
 We investigate the usability of our communication modes in three different scenarios 
(90, 135, and 180 degrees). Naturally, the three different passing by scenarios that we have 
used do not form an exhaustive list of possible interaction scenarios during navigation. 
Nevertheless, the varied angles within our scenario will effectively test the usability of 
presented intention communication system for a possible broad use in navigation. 
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Figure 1.5 Simplifying the crossing/passing navigation interactions into 4 different 
angles of 180 degrees (left), 135 and 45 degrees (middle), and 90 degrees (right). 
1.4 Thesis Objectives 
This thesis is about exploring the possible usage of various types of indication 
mechanisms in order to aid robot navigation. The goal is to produce a more legible 
navigation with the use of different communication modes which will eventually lead to 
a more comfortable and more efficient navigation interaction with robots for humans. In 
order to propose any idea, we need to first test the effectiveness of that idea and whether 
it meets the requirement of usability, versatility and even the social acceptance criteria 
from humans. 
Therefore, the objective of the thesis is to explore the issues that may arise with the 
use of different proposed mechanisms under different circumstances. For the different 
mechanisms, we want to see which performs better under what circumstances. Finally, 
specifically for the contact-based inducement we want to see whether such a method is 
acceptable or not. 
1.5 Thesis Outline 
This section provides the organization of the rest of this thesis with a brief detail of 
the content inside each chapter. 
Chapter 2 discusses robot navigation as a multidisciplinary effort. In this chapter, we 
look into the many tasks that needs to be carried out for a general robot navigation action. 
Subject Subject Subject
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After explaining the multidisciplinary requirements and the natural difficulty associated 
with both the nature and volume of required work, we finally explain the specific focus 
of this thesis. 
Chapter 3 describes the various types of potential communication modes. In this 
chapter, we discuss the possibilities of different types of mechanisms, their advantages 
and their applicability. Finally, we select the mechanisms for our study and present a 
rationale behind our selections. 
Chapter 4 discusses the two different robotic platforms that we have used for the 
experiments. In addition, we also describe the robot behaviors. 
Chapter 5 details the experiments and the results of the different visually explicit 
communication modes. We discuss the experiment design, the methodology and finally 
present the results and discussion. 
Chapter 6 and 7 presents the results of the contact-based inducement experiments. In 
addition, it also explains the psychological study performed for the validation of the 
motion approach proposed in this thesis. In the beginning, we discuss about the rationale 
of the study. Then we move into the contact-based inducement experiments. After briefly 
explaining about the rationale and requirement of the psychological evaluations, the 
experiments are described in detail with the additional information presented in the 
appendix. Finally, chapter 8 concludes this thesis with summary of the thesis, main 
contributions and some directions for future work. 
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2 AUTONOMOUS ROBOT 
NAVIGATION 
In this chapter, the navigation problem will be discussed in more detail. We will 
consider the various requirements for an efficient navigation and we will discuss the 
history of robot navigation by considering the efforts towards these requirements. We 
will discuss navigation in general based on three broad categories which includes motion 
planning, sensor studies related with navigation and finally, social navigation. We will 
conclude the chapter with the specific focus area for this thesis. 
2.1 Navigation as a multidisciplinary effort 
Navigation action comes naturally to biological animals. For example, humans do not 
need to think about much when moving from one place to another. This simplicity may 
lead one into thinking about navigation problem as a simple action where we need to 
make the robot move from one place to another while avoiding any obstacles. However, 
as is clearly understood among all the researchers involved in robotics, there is a myriad 
of tasks that needs to be achieved in other to execute this ‘simple’ action. The problem 
becomes much more complicated once we attempt to move the robot around humans. 
Figure 2.1 portrays a simplistic description of important concepts that formulates the 
navigation action. It should be noted that the figure does not attempt to portray the logical 
sequence in any navigation action but rather give a simple portrayal for a typical 
navigation action. 
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Figure 2.1 A simple representation of various tasks required to perform a navigation 
action. 
As illustrated in Figure 2.1, there are many important group of tasks that needs to be 
collaborated together to successfully perform a navigation action. Consider a simple 
situation where you want to go from your home to your supermarket. Let us assume that 
the supermarket is at a fifteen minutes walking distance and you are going to walk there. 
The very first thing that you need to know is the way to that supermarket. This can be 
easily achieved by laying out a coordinate frame and programming the coordinate points 
for the whole path. Then comes the map building task. The robot needs to be able to sense 
the surroundings and build a detailed map if it is to safely maneuver. Naturally, the 
sensing tasks requires sensors capable of accurately sensing critical data and, algorithms 
that can accurately arrange and analyze the sensors data. The map building task is 
achieved effortlessly by our eyes and brain. After map building, the robot needs to plan 
its motion given the nature of its surroundings. Motion planning is probably the most 
central task when we consider navigation action and there are many approaches to this 
problem. Finally, if the environment consists of people and is dynamic in nature, then we 
as humans take into account the feelings of other humans. Therefore, the robot also needs 
to analyze the social cost associated with any action it takes. 
The above example, albeit a very simplistic one, illustrates different critical aspects 
required in navigation. A second perspective can be held from looking at the navigation 
problem in terms of hardware control and sensing aspects. Sensing is obviously 
fundamental to almost every task for an autonomous robot. This is especially true for 
navigation action as it requires not only detailed and accurate environment data but also 
continuous updating of those data. We can easily picture the importance of sensing for 
navigation action by considering a blind person. Unsurprisingly, a lot of research has been 
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undertaken for the purpose of gathering information about the environment. Most popular 
ones include the studies that focus on the use of Laser Range Finders and Computer 
Vision. These studies look into various sensor hardware and methods for the map building 
and human tracking tasks.  
2.1.1 Motion Planning 
Path planning is a central problem in robot navigation. It forms the core of the problem 
in the sense that all the sensing, processing, and evaluation of data do not actually perform 
any visible physical action and are only means to an end. The moving part is the only 
visible work being done when we talk about robot navigation and the success is 
completely determined by the type of path chosen. For simplicity, motion planning 
approaches can be divided into two types. 
2.1.1.1 Global Planning. 
As the name suggests, global path planners [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40] analyze possible 
paths through the whole known environment as opposed to just the immediate one. It 
works on the assumption that the map (a complete set of priori information about the 
environment) is known. As a consequence, we can theoretically compute optimal 
solutions based on a chosen policy. In general case, it operates independently of local 
obstacle avoidance but this is not a strict requirement. Randomized planners and heuristic 
search algorithms are the two main types of global planners that are currently being used.  
Randomized planners take a different approach to real-time re-planning wherein they 
randomize the search instead of doing exhaustive search. A famous example which was 
designed for quick environment exploration is the Rapidly-exploring Random Trees 
(RRTs) [41, 42, 43]. RRTs quickly search for some path to the goal which is not 
necessarily the optimal path. Even though RRTs can be modified heuristically and even 
include social costs for quickly finding goals, they do not produce smooth or optimal 
paths. 
The most notable example of Heuristic search algorithm is the A* proposed by Hart 
et al. in 1968 [44]. The advantage of A* is that it can find optimal paths however, re-
planning in real time is not fast with the robot continuously receiving new data. Many 
variations on A* exist in order to improve re-planning time, typically by saving and 
reusing portions of the search tree. Lifelong Planning A* (LPA*) [45] can rapidly re-plan 
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when the environment changes, but only when planning from the same start state, and 
thus cannot be used for a moving robot. 
The inherent problem with global planning is that there is almost never accurate data 
for the whole environment in real life. Mostly the data is incomplete and more than often 
it is inaccurate. As a result, the vast amount of global data needs to be revised and updated 
again and again and is only feasible online. So, global planning approaches are 
computationally expensive and very time consuming. Also, especially in navigation, a 
sudden local change can completely change the environment and the previous optimal 
solution can be rendered very costly. 
2.1.1.2 Local obstacle avoidance 
If we actually consider humans, then humans spend a lot of their energy in local 
avoidance. This could be due to evolutionary aspect as we need to worry about what is in 
front of us rather than what is very far away. So, probably if we are to put a robot in a 
crowd of humans, it is more suitable to use local obstacle avoidance techniques. There 
are many local navigation algorithms that have been proposed [46, 47, 48, 49, 50]. These 
algorithms as opposed to the global planning systems, use sensory systems to observe a 
small fraction of an unknown immediate environment. By definition, as we are only 
taking the immediate environment data, the data that we need to analyze is more accurate, 
has more cost and is small in amount. Therefore, these algorithms will be computationally 
much more efficient than the global planning algorithms. Further, because of the small 
amount of data, they can iteratively program very quickly and even adjust to any changes 
rapidly. While any of these algorithms can be used to produce varying degrees of safe 
and effective obstacle avoidance, none of them explicitly account for the pre-established 
social conventions that people use when moving around each other. Furthermore, such 
local avoidance behaviors do not account for global goals, and thus often produce globally 
sub-optimal behavior. 
2.1.2 Sensing for Navigation Studies 
No matter how accurate the analysis method, the result will always be erroneous if 
the initial data are incorrect. Therefore, sensory tasks form an integral part for any 
autonomous robotic endeavor. There are two broad areas when it comes to sensing for 
robot navigation studies. The first is map building wherein the robot tries to get the layout 
and structure of the environment. This can be done either online or offline, as well as in 
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real-time or obtained as a priory information. For this thesis, we will not look into the 
task of map building in order to simplify things. We always include a known map during 
the experiments. 
Another important area is human detection and tracking. There have been many 
different ways proposed for detecting and tracking people in the last couple of decades. 
Most of these studies either use vision sensors or laser-based methods. Vision methods 
include cameras to track faces [51], vision for color-blob tracking [52], vision for tracking 
body skeletons [53, 54, 55]. Laser-based methods [56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61] varies from leg 
tracking to shoulder tracking. Laser-based methods can also include 2D data or 3D data. 
All of these methods have various advantages and shortcomings. One of the main 
challenges when it comes to vision-based systems is that they suffer from variable 
lightning conditions. If the lightning condition, even if it is relatively dark, remains 
constant as in sitting in front of a computer, then the existing algorithms perform 
relatively well. However, for navigation studies, not only the human will be moving, but 
the robot will also be in continuous motion and therefore the lightning conditions ill 
constantly and sometimes even drastically change. Then comes the problem of face 
tracking. Face tracking will only work when the person is facing the camera and once 
again, the existing algorithms work relatively well for stationary cases but are not accurate 
enough when both the parties are moving. Recent studies in HRI focus on estimating eye 
gaze and other facial expressions. While these kind of data may be adequate depending 
upon the intended use, this is exceptionally difficult for navigation studies. 
The inherent problem with range finders is that they cannot accurately differentiate 
between people and other obstacles. The core concept is detecting boundaries and 
therefore depending upon the sensitivity of the instruments, there can be a lot of accuracy 
problems. One way to counter these shortcomings is to utilize sensor fusion and there has 
been many studies to this end. A lot of these researches have employed a combination of 
both vision and range sensors [62, 63, 64, 65]. There are obviously many other methods 
that have been employed by researchers. Researchers have used radio tags [66, 67], 
inertial measurement units [68], etc. However, none of these methods provide accurate 
measurements and also require to ask the participants to wear various instruments.  
The focus of this research is not about novel sensors or sensing algorithms. However, 
for our study, we needed to utilize our own sensing system as such system can differ 
slightly based on the hardware. Therefore, we developed our own human tracking system 
based on existing Open CV algorithms which is explained in chapter 6. 
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2.2 Human-aware navigation 
In alignment with the philosophy of considering humans as dynamic but cooperating 
social agents, researchers from the Robotics and Artificial Intelligence Group at 
LAAS/CNRS in Toulouse, France, headed by Rachid Alami have published a vast 
amount of work [69, 70, 71, 72, 73]. Their work focuses on a Human-Aware Navigation 
Planner which is a human aware motion and manipulation framework designed to 
produce safe, comfortable, legible and socially acceptable motions [74, 75, 76, 77]. The 
core idea once again is that even when the path is actually the most efficient, it may not 
be the safest and comfortable for the humans. For example, if a robot suddenly appears 
in front of a human out of nowhere, then the human may get startled. 
Another aspect of human-aware navigation is that people cooperate with each other. 
For example, if were to predict the trajectories of surround humans at an instant, it may 
be the case that, no matter where the robot moves, it will reach an inevitable collision 
state. However, in real life, when humans face these kind of situations, they simply 
cooperate with each other. This aspect has been exploited by Kruse et al. in [78] where 
they have extended the Human Aware Navigation Planner by relaxing some constraints 
and changing cost functions. This results in an increased legibility of HANP. Once again, 
Kruse et al. in [79] have focused in increasing legibility to the HANP framework by 
assuming that human-like behavior leads to an increased legibility. For this, they first 
performed a human-human study for path-crossing scenario and extracted human 
behaviors. Then they integrated this behavior as an additional cost function to the HANP 
in an attempt to produce more legible behavior.  
There have been many other researchers who have produced work with similar 
philosophy [80, 81, 82, 83, 84] where they try to increase human-likeness behavior in the 
robot. In [85], the authors introduced a navigation algorithm based on simple obstacle 
avoidance heuristics modeling pedestrian behavior by following the "human-likeness 
increases legibility" assumption. Beetz et al. [86] published another implementation of 
this "human-likeness increases legibility" assumption. They use a dynamic movement 
primitive approach to mimic human arm trajectories. 
In general terms, human-aware navigation is actually a part of human-centered 
navigation which focuses on the comfort and social aspects in human-robot navigation. 
Within this discipline, one key idea is that legibility plays an important role for a smooth 
and efficient navigation interaction.  
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2.3 Directional Intent Communication Studies 
There has been similar study which have utilized various auxiliary communicating 
means to convey directional intention for navigation studies. Matsumaru et al. in [87], 
[88] and [89] proposes various methods of preliminary announcement and indication. The 
proposed methods include using lamps, blowout on a turntable, light ray, and projection 
[89]. In [90], Matsumaru et al. proposes another approach which includes the use of 
eyeball expression and makes a comparison between four different types of eyeball 
expressions. One common theme in the work of Matsumaru et al. is the focus on novel 
methods and building systems for the implementation of those methods. These research 
have not given much attention to the human-robot interaction aspect in the sense that the 
participants have always rated the system simply by looking at them. We believe that just 
looking at a system and rating it is vastly different when compared to interacting with it 
while moving together in collaboration. 
Other recent works include that of Szafir et al. [91], Watanabe et al. [92], Chadalavada 
et al. [93] and May et al. [94]. These studies include experiments where the participants 
move in collaboration with the robot and/or the efficacy of the systems have been 
analyzed both subjectively and objectively (trajectories). Szafir et al. presents a LED 
based indicators implemented in a quadcopter to test four different designs for intent 
communication. However, in this study the participants analyze the different systems by 
sitting in front of a glass window. In [92], the authors have implemented a light projection 
system in robotic wheelchairs, and compared the performance of the autonomous 
navigation system with no indication and hand-held display indication systems. In [93], 
the authors have analyzed the effectiveness of using LED projector to communicate the 
internal state for Automatic Guided Vehicles. The participant and the robot have 
interacted in a straight path and the participants were instructed to veer off in the opposite 
direction after the robot initiated its turn. 
In [94], the authors have proposed two alternative approaches for conveying 
navigational intent. They have utilized ‘implicit joint attention using gaze’, and ‘turn 
indicators’ by adopting the semantics of a car’s turn indicators. Finally, they have used a 
control behavior and made comparison between all of them. Our study differs from this 
one in terms of the use of display indicators and the combinations with sound. Further, 
like almost all the previous studies, this study also only focuses in a 180 degrees passing 
by scenario. In a typical daily environment, like the one shown in Figure 1, people interact 
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in a myriad of passing (or crossing) scenarios. In this paper, we investigate the usability 
of our communication modes in three different scenarios (90, 135, and 180 degrees). 
Naturally, the three different passing by scenarios that has been used in this thesis do not 
form an exhaustive list of possible interaction scenarios during navigation. Nevertheless, 
the varied angles within our scenario will effectively test the usability of intention 
communication system for a possible broad use in navigation. 
The fourth form of intent communication module used in this study is a very novel 
approach. At this point, the authors have found no related work that have utilized contact 
to ask an obstructing human to move away. However, there have been many studies for 
the intended crowded environment. Even though these studies have considered dynamic 
environments which is a not suitable one for  
In the late 1990s, the museum tour guide RHINO [15] gave successful tours at the 
Deutsches Museum in Bonn, Germany for a period of six days. This was one of the first 
major deployments of an autonomous robot in an unscripted human environment. 
Whenever the robot encountered a crowded region, it requested people to give way 
through synthesized speech. The tour guide robot Minerva [28] which quickly followed 
the RHINO experiment, used a similar system while being exhibited at the Smithsonian 
and during its operation at the National Museum of American History in Washington D.C. 
These studies laid the foundation for a variety of human-robot collaborative navigation 
studies.  
Few examples of studies that tackle the challenge of crowded navigation include [128, 
129, 130]. In [128], the authors present an algorithm for following a suitable leader in a 
crowd. [129] describes a situation called ‘micro-conflict’, and models it as a two player 
game using supervised learning algorithms. Finally, [130] uses a method that applies 
feature-based maximum entropy learning to derive a navigation policy from the 
interactions with the humans. All of these studies however, emphasizes on social norms 
and how the robot should avoid an incoming human. As has been argued in [27, 131], 
these approaches will fail in dense crowd unless the dependencies between the agents 
(humans/robots) are modeled. In other words, planning should always take into 
consideration of the fact that humans achieve seamless navigation because they cooperate 
with each other by engaging in joint collision avoidance. 
There are relatively few researches that have ventured into crowded environments by 
emphasizing on the human-robot cooperative navigation models. Althoff et al. [29] 
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proposes a probabilistic collision state checker, which estimates the collision probability 
for a given state, and accepts a certain collision probability. By accepting a certain 
collision probability, it incorporates a possibility of cooperation between human and 
robots. Trautman et al. [27] presents a probabilistic predictive model of collision 
avoidance and goal-oriented behavior by extending the interacting Gaussian processes 
approach to include multiple goals and stochastic movement duration. However, none of 
these studies utilize the concept of influencing a change of trajectory on humans. These 
studies include certain cooperation between humans and robots through probabilistic 
reasoning but do not try to impose any desired trajectories on humans. 
Consequently, even though there has been considerable research towards human-
aware navigation and navigation in crowded environment in general, there has been no 
study to the best of our knowledge that focuses on the specific environment we consider 
in this paper. Further, except for few studies that have considered human cooperation in 
their path planning [27, 29], there are no studies that consider influencing a human 
through contact. As we explained before, this can result in an inefficient navigation in the 
specific environment that we consider in this thesis for the contact-based method. 
2.4 Summary 
Robot navigation is a multidisciplinary action that needs to take into account a myriad 
of sometimes different but related tasks. It is impossible to tackle the problem of robot 
navigation without solving the problems in all of these related tasks. Therefore, taking a 
holistic approach directly will complicate the challenges further and as a result it becomes 
more practical to handle the problem in parts. In fact, throughout the past three decades, 
the field of robot navigation has taken different approach in trying to successfully move 
a robot from a starting point towards a designated goal. 
The motion planning approaches have evolved from mere static obstacles to 
anticipating human’s future actions while considering the social parameters. The work in 
this thesis highly follows this pattern wherein we want to make the navigation more 
legible. In this chapter, we have discussed various motion planning approaches and 
selected an appropriate one to emphasize our novel concept of using contact. The purpose 
of this thesis is not to develop a novel planning approach but use an existing one to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of our auxiliary intent communication concept.  
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At the same time, parallel to the study of motion planning among static and dynamic 
obstacles, various research have focused on the detection of obstacles and self-
localization of the robot. These studies also form an integral part of navigation study. 
Once again, our focus on this thesis is not about the obstacle detection method or self-
localization. Therefore, we have chosen to use priori information of the environment for 
our experiments. 
Research on detection and tracking of humans started after researches began focusing 
on trying to move the robot among humans. To this day, ample amount of focus has been 
placed in studies which detects and tracks humans. These research work on new methods 
of detection or improve the existing ones by either working on new systems or algorithms.  
In the beginning it was only about treating the human as dynamic obstacles. Later on, 
humans were considered as social dynamic obstacles. As a consequence, research started 
to focus on anticipating human behavior as well. 
Research which considered humans as social and dynamic obstacles and anticipated 
their behavior only started to blossom since the 2000s. This thesis is alignment with this 
evolution. We believe that a proper communication of intention between the robot and 
any passing humans will make the navigation interaction more legible and hence much 
more efficient and safer. 
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3 DIRECTIONAL INTENTION 
COMMUNICATION 
MODULES 
In this section, the general issues regarding the selection, design and application of 
various communication modules for communicating directional intention will be 
discussed. We first explore the possible usage of any communication mechanism in 
regards to the nature of the navigation environment. Then we look into the characteristics 
of various typical mechanisms and finally, discuss about the selected mechanisms in more 
detail. 
3.1 Considerations for Intention Communication 
Mechanisms. 
As explained in the previous chapters, navigation behavior, even for humans, depends 
upon the nature of environment. For instance, people respect personal space of others 
when there is ample amount of space. However, once we board a crowded train, we have 
no choice but to compromise and ignore the notion of personal space. Consequently, even 
when designing an intent communication mechanism, we have to consider the possible 
usage in any particular type of environment. The easiest way to signal an incoming 
pedestrian is to simply put up a loud flashing siren. In fact, this could probably be the best 
option when the robot is working in an emergency situation. However, we cannot use this 
method all the time as it obviously creates undue stress to other pedestrians.  
The most important consideration for using the communication mechanisms is 
probably related to the population density of the environment. It is imperative that the 
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intended environment for the use of any intention communication mechanism be sparsely 
populated. It is difficult to pinpoint a particular population density threshold but 
nevertheless, once the density goes beyond a certain critical point, the problem of 
occlusion will make it challenging to properly utilize any system.  
Another important consideration for the communication mechanism is intuitiveness. 
We need a system that is simple in design and highly intuitive. In everyday environment, 
people walk freely and they are in some or most cases preoccupied with their own 
thoughts. This means that the design cannot include any detailed information that requires 
the interacting humans to focus and concentrate. In theory, the utilized system should 
instinctively elicit the desired response from the concerned person. 
The selection should also consider the ease of visibility. An easily visible design can 
be quickly understood. Therefore, the design should have characteristics that pulls 
attention from the passing people without being glaring and noisy. However, it cannot be 
invasive and disturbing except for emergency situations. Like in the previous example of 
a loud siren, no matter how effective such systems can be, they will cause discomfort to 
the passing humans. In summary, the considerations for directional intent communication 
mechanism can be listed as below.  
• Population density of the environment. 
• Intuitive 
• Easily noticeable 
• Non-invasive except for emergency situations 
When we consider these and other similar characteristics and/or requirements, it 
makes much more sense to design system by emulating already established non-verbal 
communication practices in human society. 
3.2 Intention Communication Modules Discussion 
Figure 3.2 lists various types of intention communication mechanisms that are 
regularly utilized in human society. The figure also lists the various advantages, 
disadvantages and the applicable scenarios regarding each communication modalities. 
The first communication signal mechanism is the light signal (turn indicator) which 
is probably the most ubiquitous in the human society. Every vehicle employs it and we 
can also find it in things like elevators where the light indicates whether the elevator is 
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going up or down. At this point in time, almost everyone knows and understands the 
meaning of the turn indicators. This module due to its ubiquity and simplicity fits all the 
criteria required for an ideal intent communication system. Another advantage of this 
system is that it can be used in both bright and dim places. Based on its placement, it can 
be utilized in any of the passing or crossing scenario. For example, even people from 
behind can make use of the signal when the robot is moving forward. However, when a 
person and the robot is converging towards a same point at an acute angle, and if the robot 
wants to move away from the human, its visibility is hindered. 
The second signaling system is the display screen which is a common feature in many 
of the current mobile robots. Using signals in a screen (for instance an arrow), is therefore 
a very practical choice. The adoption of this method can be instantaneous for many of the 
already existing methods. Further, use of arrow is a common place in human history. In 
fact, even during conferences we see a lot of arrows pasted on wall to show the 
participants the directions to the rooms or lavatories. The disadvantage with this method 
however, is that it is very susceptible to lightning effects. Its effect will be greatly affected 
in a bright place. Also, it works only when the interacting parties are facing each other in 
a straight manner. Once the angle becomes sharper, its visibility is greatly hindered. 
 
Figure 3.1 Different Communication Modalities and their respective advantages and 
disadvantages.  
The third system is the projected light. Even though not as ubiquitous as the turn 
signals, projected light is still used in many places. One strong advantage of this method 
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when used as a projected signal on the ground, is that it can alert the passerby who are 
looking downwards. In recent times, many people are engaging in their mobile phones 
even when walking and therefore they are looking downwards instead of parallel to the 
ground. Another advantage of the projected signal can be when the navigation interaction 
is at an angle rather than straight passing. However, projected signals also have a huge 
disadvantage when it comes to bright light environment. 
The issues of using siren is already explained in the above paragraphs. A slightly 
subtler way would be to use conversation. A conversation is direct and very clear in 
regards to communicating intention. It can also be utilized when people are not looking 
and the interaction is in various angles. However, once again it can be noisy and in an 
environment with many people it can be confusing as to who it is intended. 
Arm gesture is another simple method that can be used for explicit communication. 
However, it assumes that there is enough space for the arm to be moved around. It can 
definitely be used to ask a person to stop or move away but if the interaction is at different 
angles, then it is difficult to be precise. Once again, it can be a little bit discomforting. 
Finally, contact can be used to notify any obstructing but unaware human about the 
intention of the robot. Naturally, this can be very discomforting and great care should be 
taken to not injure the person. However, given the current circumstances of the robot’s 
hardware and sensing system, it can be very effective in a crowded environment. 
3.3 Selection of Communication Modules 
It would be more effective to analyze each and every possible signaling mechanism 
however, due to the constraint of time and resources, the study had to be limited to four 
different communication modules. For this study, light indicators, screen indicators, 
projection indicators and finally arm contact were selected. All of the selected modules 
and design are shown from Figure 3.2 to 3.5. Our reasons for going forward with 
projected light ray indicators and display arrows are they are very simple, highly intuitive 
and ubiquitous. We went forward with the blinking design for the display arrow because 
a blinking design can potentially attract attention more easily. For the direction 
convention, we chose the direction of projected ray representing the robot’s intended 
direction of travel. For display arrow, we chose the convention where the arrow represents 
the direction in which the participants need to move. This is in alignment with the 
convention that we naturally associate with direction arrows in daily life. The projection 
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(light ray), shoulder lights (turn) and display (arrow on display) indicators are shown in 
Figure 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 respectively. 
  
Figure 3.2 Use of projected ray for conveying directional intent. 
  
Figure 3.3 Use of turn indicator lights for conveying directional intent. 
 
Figure 3.4 Use of display indicator arrow for conveying directional intent. 
Finally, the fourth communication module used in this thesis is contact. The rationale 
behind selecting the contact method has already been explained in the previous chapters 
and the previous section. Once again, in a very crowded environment, humans can easily 
manipulate their bodies to alter its shape, and squeeze through narrow spaces. However, 
a robot cannot do that. Further, any sudden changes to the environmental conditions can 
make it very difficult for the robot to adjust and avoid collision. Therefore, contact can 
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be very beneficial in the case of robot navigation. It should be noted that, once the density 
goes beyond a certain crucial point, humans also have to compromise and use contact. 
Even though it is very rare for humans to use their hands (it feels more personal when 
touching with hand than with other body parts), people do use their body parts to make 
contact when they have to compromise against limited space. This can be regularly found 
in places like crowded trains. Figures 3.5 to 3.6 shows few situations where humans are 
engaging in body contact during navigation. Even though Figure 3.6 is a case which is 
not directly related to navigation, it gives us a sense that under certain circumstance, 
contact can be acceptable. Finally, Figure 3.7 shows the potential use of contact for the 
robot navigation. 
 
Figure 3.5 A lady tries to get out of a crowded train. As the space is very crowded, she 
is using her body to push the people in her path to make way for herself. The other 
interacting people, even though they may not feel comfortable, are willing to 
compromise. [95] 
 
Figure 3.6 A case of a situation where physical contact (push) is acceptable due to the 
circumstances. [96] 
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Figure 3.7 Use of contact for conveying directional intent. 
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4 MOBILE ROBOT 
PLATFORMS 
In this chapter, we will look into the two mobile robot platforms that we have used 
for the experiments and also describe their relevant behaviors. In an ideal case, it would 
be appropriate to use a single robot platform but, due to the different nature of the 
communication mechanisms studied in this thesis, we decided to go forward with two 
different platforms. The first platform that we will discuss is a light-weight platform built 
on Pioneer 3-DX mobile base. We will describe its construction and then illustrate its 
motion behavior. The second platform is Human Collaborative Mobile Base, or in short 
‘HuCoM’. We will look into the details of the construction of HuCoM before explaining 
the arm action. 
4.1 Pioneer 3-DX Platform 
Figure 4.2 shows the robotic platform that we have used for the visually explicit 
communication modules’ experiments. It is a lightweight platform built on top of Pioneer 
3-DX mobile robot (see figure 4.1), a compact differential-drive mobile robot built by 
‘Adept MobileRobots’ [97]. P3-DX is a fully programmable mobile base which includes 
a dedicated motion controller with encoder feedback. It has an aluminum body which 
encases motors with 500-tick encoders, 8 forward-facing ultrasonic (sonar) sensors, 8 
optional rear-facing sonar, and three hot-swappable 9Ah sealed batteries. The two front 
wheels have a diameter of 19.5 cm with which the base can reach speeds of 1.6 meters 
per second and carry a payload of up to 17 kg. Further specifications can be found in [97]. 
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Figure 4.1 Pioneer 3-DX mobile robot from Adept MobileRobots [97]. 
  
 
Figure 4.2 Robot platform built on Pioneer 3-DX mobile base.  
The platform design entails the concepts of simplicity and safety. One of the key 
points that influenced the design was the P3-DX’s payload of 17 kilograms. As the 
payload is very small we had to limit the weight of the body to within 15 kilograms. 
Further, there is also the need for emergency stopping during the course of the 
experiments. These emergency stoppage makes the platform prone to falling forward if 
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the center of gravity is not low enough.  As a result, majority of the weight had to be 
concentrated at the bottom of the middle body. 
The middle body consists of four metallic frames bolted to the bottom metal plate 
attached to the top of the P3-DX. At the top of the frames, we have a square wooden 
board for holding the top body. Further, there are two more square wooden boards 
screwed at varying heights to the four metallic frames. These boards hold the projector, 
laser range finder, laptop and required batteries. Finally, the middle body is covered by a 
piece of gray cloth. This design ensures that we have a simple and lightweight middle 
body which does not look threatening. 
There were serious constraints for the design of the upper body. As explained before, 
it had to be light because of the overall payload limit and the toppling over problem. As 
a result, we decided to form the core of the upper body with a metal net bent into a cuboid 
shape. The outside white part which can be seen in figure 4.2 is basically polystyrene 
sheets. These design decisions resulted in a structure which is not only light but also a 
one which seems very safe. We attached a Nexus 9 to the metal mesh and two light 
indicators at the sides. The important physical dimensions for the robot platform can be 
found in Table 4.2. 
Table 4.1 Physical dimensions for the robot platform built on Pioneer 3-DX mobile 
base. 
Physical Dimensions 
Height 1.5m 
Shoulder Width 57cm 
Body Width 35cm 
Depth 40cm 
Speed 0.7m/s 
4.1.1 Motion Behavior for Pioneer 3-DX 
As explained in the introductory chapters, the aim of this thesis (for the three visually 
explicit communication modules) is to explore the usage of the selected communication 
modules across different angles of interactions for robot navigation among moderately 
crowded human environment. In order to evaluate these different communication 
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modules, we need to define a standard motion behavior for the robot platform. There are 
two ways to implement a standard motion behavior; an autonomous reactive planner or a 
pre-planned path generator. However, a reactive system can result in different behaviors 
based on the movement of the participant. This can result in a participant judging the 
navigation planner instead of the communication modules. Consequently, the robot 
autonomously adjusting to the human’s variation can positively (or negatively) bias that 
particular trial. Hence, we implemented a pre-planned motion behavior as this allows us 
to maintain a standard behavior across any human variations and thus, makes the 
comparison between the different communication modules fair. The motion commands 
were constructed in Visual Studio using Aria, an object-oriented, robot control 
applications-programming interface for MobileRobots (and ActivMedia) intelligent 
mobile robots [98]. 
Additionally, we implemented a stop action in the case where participants misjudged 
the robot’s intention and there is an impending collision. We also implemented an 
emergency stop button just in case. The automatic slow down and stop action is based on 
the eight front sonar sensors. Once the sonars detect any obstacles, the robot would slow 
down and stop. However, these sonars do not work particularly well when the obstacles 
are not directly in front of them. Further, they have a very short range. As a result, during 
the course of the experiments, we employed a direct stop action if there were any 
impending collisions.    
Figure 4.3 to 4.7 shows the path of the robot (red) in all the four scenarios. For 180 
degrees passing, the robot follows a straight path for 1 m and then turns either towards 
right or left before continuing forward. For 135 degrees crossing, the robot once again 
follows a straight path for 1 m before turning left (30 degrees) or right (15 degrees). For 
the 90 degrees crossing, the robot moves straight for 2 meters before making a turn by 30 
degrees in either of the directions. Finally, for the 45 degrees crossing, the robot follows 
a straight path for 1 m before turning left (15 degrees) or right (30 degrees). The robot 
maintained a constant acceleration to reach a maximum speed which was limited to 0.7 
m/s. The reason for selecting this maximum speed was due to the physical constraints of 
the robot and the size of the experiment room. In order to reach higher speeds quickly, 
the robot would require a higher acceleration which increased the risk of the robot 
toppling over. Similarly, if the robot needed to stop immediately at higher speeds, then 
there was the same risk.  
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Figure 4.3 Experiment layout showing the robot’s path for 180 degrees’ passing.  
 
Figure 4.4 Experiment layout showing the robot’s path for 135 degrees’ crossing.  
 
Figure 4.5 Experiment layout showing the robot’s path for 90 degrees’ crossing.  
 
Figure 4.6 Experiment layout showing the robot’s path for 45 degrees crossing. 
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4.2 Human Collaborative Mobile Base (HuCoM) 
Human collaborative mobile base or ‘HuCoM’ is an omni-wheeled mobile robot 
platform developed in Sugano laboratory by the Collaborative Movement team. Even 
though it is a platform designed for general robot navigation studies, it is primarily 
intended for the purpose of studying robot navigation using contact and arm gesture. This 
decision has led to the certain design aspects and philosophies that will be explained in 
this section. The main purpose was to design a low-cost platform which would allow us 
to perform contact-based inducement study. The design is basically a metallic frame 
placed on an omni-wheeled mobile base. Another principle behind the design was to 
construct an average human-sized robot both in terms of height and width. Its main 
specifications are shown in the Table 4.2. 
Figure 4.7 displays the HucoM platform whereas Figure 4.8 shows the overall 
schematic diagram of HuCoM. Even though the body does not have any degrees of 
freedom, the arms have 2 Dof each which allows it to perform certain arm gestures as 
well as make contact when necessary. 
 
Figure 4.7 HuCoM platform. The camera is placed at the top and the laser range finder 
is placed at chest height. The right arm has been removed in this photo but the left arm 
is in a contracted position. The green rubber in the left arm provides a thick and soft 
covering for contact-based study presented in this thesis. 
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Table 4.2 HuCoM specifications. 
Contact 
DOF 2 (Arm) 
Area of contact 800 mm 
Contact force 50 N 
Contact speed 1s within the contact phase 
Mobility 
Speed 1 m/s 
Acceleration 3 m/s2 
Omni-wheel  
Weight 
Arm 4 kg×2 
Hand 0.5 kg×2 
Trunk 24 kg 
Mobility 26.5 kg 
total 60 kg 
Sensor 
6-axis force sensor 
FSR sensor 
Distance sensor 
LRF 
Accelerometer 
Power 
Driving source 24 V 
Control source 12 V，5 V 
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Figure 4.8 HuCoM’s schematic diagram. 
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4.2.1 HuCoM’s Arm 
The arm portion has two degree-of-freedoms, which corresponds to the human 
shoulder and elbow, as shown in Figure 4.9. The hand portion is free to move on the plane 
of the arm height and make contact with an obstructing human while seeking passage. 
Motor corresponding to the human shoulder is installed in the bottom of the body portion, 
and rotates the arm by rotating the shaft to which the arm portion is attached. The shaft is 
provided with a reamer hole, through which the mounting position of the axis of the arm 
can be adjusted. As a result, the arm can be attached at varying heights with 50 mm 
increments in the range of 900mm ~ 1400mm. 
 
Figure 4.9 HuCoM’s degree of freedom arrangement and arm height. 
  
The design of HucoM’s arm takes inspiration from TWENDY-ONE [99], which has 
been used in an actual human and traditional cooperative movement experiments. The 
average length of the arm of a human adult is about 700mm. Nevertheless, HuCoM’s arm 
is designed to be of greater length owing to the possible use in experiments where the 
robot has to make contact with people far away from its body. One important reason 
behind this is that, when HuCoM is interacting with an unaware human, it is better if the 
human is as far away from the body portion as possible. 
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Another design aspect is about the degree-of-freedoms. Even though it is better to 
have seven Dofs when emulating human arm, as this allows all possible movements, due 
to the constraint of costs, the design was limited to 2 Dofs. With the 2 Dofs, HuCoM can 
still perform a simple arm gesture (albeit a simple one) and also make contact with an 
obstructing human. 
 
Figure 4.10 HuCoM’s arm schematic diagram.  
4.2.2 Hand  
As HuCoM is not intended for other robotic studies like tool grasping, it is not 
required for HuCoM to have a fully fuctional human-like hand. Therefore, only safety 
and usability were considered when designing HuCoM’s hand. Instead of leaving the 
extremity open with some hard surface, it is better to have a soft covering. Also, it seemed 
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convenient to utilize hand as a sensing tool too, since the intended use of the platform is 
to use for contact-based study. Therefore, considering these two aspects HuCoM’s arm 
was designed as shown in Figure 4.11. The shape has an outer diameter of 120 mm and a 
cylindrical depth of 100 mm. The construction material utilized is resin, which is in 
alignment with consideration to both weight reduction and human safety.  
The hand unit is built with five distance measuring sensor (shown in Figure 4.15 right), 
and 10 force-sensitive resistors (FSR) (contact sensor) is embedded on the surface. In 
addition, the wrist unit is equipped with a 6-axis force sensor. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.11 Main dimensions of HuCoM’s hand. 
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Figure 4.12 Layout of the distance measuring sensors and FSR sensors. 
 
  
Figure 4.13 The FSR sensor (left) and the distance measuring sensor (right).  
4.2.3 Omni-wheel Base. 
For a stable passing, even when the robot is engaging in nudging an obstructing 
human, HuCoM’s base has a sturdy design with four wheels. The schematic diagram for 
HuCoM’s omni-wheel is shown in Figure 4.14. This sturdy design allows HuCoM to have 
a payload of more than 100 kilograms and also a very stable platform for making sudden 
movements which can render a tall platform to topple over. The design choice of omni-
wheel has been chosen to accommodate sudden and efficient motion in motion planning. 
If the robot can easily move away from an obstacle by following a lateral movement, then 
it is very efficient when compared to a long and winding action of a differential drive 
robot. In addition, the design includes a one-degree-of-freedom in the carriage section of 
HucoM between the front and rear pair of wheels. This allows HuCoM to have seesaw-
like movement which makes it possible to handle irregularities in the ground, such as the 
45°
FSR sensor
FSR sensor
Distance 
measurement 
sensor
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difference in ground levels. By adjusting the height of the screw-type anti-vibration 
rubber that has been installed in the seesaw of the truck at the bottom center, the omni-
wheeled base can safely navigate in an uneven area with a maximum height difference of 
10 mm. 
 
Figure 4.14 The schematic diagram for HuCoM’s omni-wheeled base.  
 
Figure 4.15 The base is capable of going up to 10 mm uphill. 
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4.2.4 Arm Contact Behavior for HuCoM 
The contact force that has been used for the contact-based inducement experiment is 
maintained at less than 50 N. From the results of the preliminary experiments described 
in chapter 6, it was found out that there is no significant difference in the response 
trajectory between ‘weak (less than 50 N)’ vs ‘strong (more than 50 N)’ force. Hence, it 
was decided to use the ‘weak’ force as it is safer.  The velocity of the arm while initiating 
contact was maintained at 0.2 m/s. It should be noted here that the contact was made by 
the back of robot’s arm which has a thick soft covering (green rubber).  
Now, we will describe the arm action of HuCoM. Once HuCoM reaches near the 
participant, it extends its arm into a straight line perpendicular to its body. Then, it rotates 
its elbow and shoulder joint so as to achieve an approximate linear velocity of 0.2 m/s for 
the end effector. The arm posture can be seen in Figure 7.1. After executing the 
contact/push, HuCoM returns its arm to the original position as depicted in Figure 4.7. 
For safety, one of the experimenters (experimenter 1 (see Figure 7.2)) controlled the 
emergency stop button. Further, experimenter 2 also remained vigilant of the robot during 
the course of implementing contact. 
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5 EXPLICIT VISUAL 
COMMUNICATION 
This chapter details the experiment conducted for the study of the three visually 
explicit communication modules studied in this thesis. It presents the overview once again 
before delving into the methodology, experiment design, results and finally the discussion. 
The results are presented in section 5.3 with the discussion followed in the final section. 
5.1 Overview 
There are many crucial capabilities that allow humans to navigate smoothly in a 
crowded environment. One among these is human’s ability to comprehend the intention 
of other humans and act accordingly. Understanding intention relies on processing the 
combination of various components within kinesics [19], such as facial expressions, body 
posture, eye movement, and other similar human characteristics. This interaction is 
inherently a two-way process where both the interacting humans exhibit and process each 
other’s intentions. Even though there has been considerable progress in the field of 
robotics in the last couple of decades, present robotic platforms still do not have the 
capacity to exhibit human-like non-verbal communication and also cannot process and 
understand the non-verbal signals conveyed by humans. This can lead to a robot behavior 
which is difficult to read and therefore, cause stress to any interacting human in addition 
to an overall inefficient navigation interaction. 
Importance of social and legible behavior has been highly stressed in recent times for 
robot navigation among humans [21, 22, 23]. Humans, as opposed to other inanimate 
static and dynamic obstacles have a special need to feel safe and comfortable. Therefore, 
it is essential that the mobile robot perform legible actions and/or behaviors which can 
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result in safer and comfortable interaction with humans [71, 72, 73]. One way to make 
robot navigation more legible is to use simple and intuitive auxiliary communication 
systems that can visually or audibly convey the robot’s directional intention.  
The importance of intention communication for robot navigation can also be 
highlighted through human’s capacity to immediately react to sudden changes or correct 
any misjudgment of impending circumstances. The comfortable and maximum human 
walking speed ranges from 127.2 cm/s to 146.2 cm/s and 174.9 cm/s to 253.3 cm/s 
respectively [24, 25]. At these speeds, humans can easily maintain balance and perform 
evasive action. They can accelerate, slow down and even come to a stop almost 
immediately within their walking speed range. This ability allows humans to confidently 
walk forward despite being uncertain of the future circumstances. Present mobile robots 
do not have the necessary hardware and control designs to allow such sudden flexible 
adjustments. Under these circumstances, simple auxiliary mechanisms will help create 
fewer incidents of miscommunication and hence, will help robots avoid situation where 
they have to make sudden changes to their navigation actions. This perspective is in 
alignment with the idea of cooperation which also plays a significant role in human 
navigation [27]. Humans understand each other’s intention and cooperate accordingly. 
Alternatively, seeking cooperation through non-verbal communication may possibly 
yield more friendly behavior. Therefore, another possible advantage (directly or as an 
indirect consequence) of using indication can be to seek cooperation which can make 
navigation planning easier in crowded situations. 
 
Figure 5.1 A typical daily environment where people are freely interacting in various 
passing scenarios [100]. 
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In light of the requirement for and the possible advantages that can be achieved by 
using intent communication mechanisms, this thesis explore the usage of three 
approaches that are already prevalent and established in human society to see whether 
they can equally apply and aid in robot navigation. Specifically, this chapter presents the 
experiment details wherein projection (projected light ray) signals, turn indicator signals, 
display signals (arrow on screen), their combinations with sound are evaluated and 
comparisons between all of them across different passing scenarios have been made. 
5.2 Study Design 
A total of 24 participants for the 180 degrees’ scenario and 17 participants for the 135, 
90 and 45 degrees’ scenarios were recruited through flyers and word of mouth. However, 
2 participants had to be excluded from the 180 degrees’ scenario and 1 participant from 
the 135, 90 and 45 degrees’ scenarios due to noncompliance. For the 180 degrees, the 
participants’ age ranged from 18 to 36 (M = 25.7 and SD = 4.3) and they rated 5.2 and 
4.7 (on a scale of 1 to 9) for the questionnaires of ‘familiarity with robots’ and ‘prior 
interaction with robots’ respectively. For the 135 and 90 degrees’ scenarios, the 
participant’s age ranged from 18 to 31 (M = 24.7 and SD = 3.8) and they reported ratings 
of 4.8 and 4.7 (on a scale of 1 to 9) for the questionnaires of ‘familiarity with robots’ and 
‘prior interaction with robots’ respectively. While recruiting and conducting the 
experiments, the participants were not informed about any details about the experiment 
except for the fact that the experiment was about human-robot interaction and that they 
had to carry out a task (explained later) in collaboration with the robot. 
5.2.1 Experiment Design 
Figure 4.3 to 4.6 shows the layout of the experiment design for the four different 
navigation scenarios. These figures are presented here again (Figure 5.2 to 5.5) for 
convenience. As can be seen on the figures, the participants always start with facing in 
the opposite direction. Once the experiment starts and the robot initiates its motion, the 
participants are given a verbal signal to ‘turn around and simultaneously move towards 
the goal’. This is a deliberate design to ensure that the participants abruptly face the robot 
and any indication the robot is communicating, and also to ensure that they are carrying 
a forward momentum when they see the indication. This circumstance will force the 
participants to react impulsively without having any premeditation.  
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Figure 5.2 Experiment layout for 180 degrees’ passing. The red arrows represent robot’s 
path whereas the green arrow gives the movement direction for the participant. 
 
Figure 5.3 Experiment layout for 135 degrees’ crossing. The red arrows represent 
robot’s path whereas the green arrow gives the movement direction for the participant. 
 
Figure 5.4 Experiment layout for 90 degrees’ crossing. The red arrows represent robot’s 
path whereas the green arrow gives the movement direction for the participant. 
 
Figure 5.5 Experiment layout for 45 degrees’ crossing. The red arrows represent robot’s 
path whereas the green arrow gives the movement direction for the participant. 
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The experiment involves a passing-by scenario where the participant moves through 
the artificial warehouse environment for the 45, 90 and 135 degrees’ scenarios, and along 
the artificial corridor for the 180 degrees in order to perform allocated tasks. After each 
run, participants were asked to rate the robot’s performance based on eight different 
metrics. We designed five different communication modes in order to test the system of 
projection indicators (through projected light ray) and arrow indicators (through a tablet 
(Nexus 9 [101]) on the robot’s chest). The five different modes are: 1) No indication 
(baseline), NS, 2) Projected light ray without sound, PJ, 3) Projected light ray with sound, 
PJS, 4) Blinking turn signal without sound, TS, and 5) Blinking turn signal without sound, 
TSS, 6) Blinking screen signal without sound, SC, and 7) Blinking screen signal with 
sound, SCS. The display arrow flashed at a rate of 2 Hz and can be seen in Figure 2. For 
sound, we used the turning signal sound from 1997 Pontiac Sunfire model car [102]. We 
used Optoma ML750 projector [103] for projection indication. 
5.2.2 Methodology 
In order to carry out the experiment, a simple task that simulated warehouse 
environment where the participants had to carry a small cardboard box containing three 
plastic boxes with random numbers from a table placed at one end of the experiment room 
to the opposite end, was designed. The participants were told that the robot will also be 
collaborating with them. Every time the participants started a trial, they would select three 
random items labelled with random numbers and put them in the cardboard box. At the 
end of the run, they would then arrange the labelled item in another cardboard box with 
according to the matching label. This task was asked from the participants to preoccupy 
their minds during the experiment and to avoid monotony with the repeated trials. As 
explained before, the participants always started facing in the opposite direction, and 
immediately after the robot started moving, they were instructed to turn around and move. 
This experiment design was to ensure that the participants would start with some 
momentum and would face the signal in a sudden manner prompting a quick reaction.  
The experiment was performed in two different sets owing to the volume of tasks. In 
the case of 180 degrees’ scenario, for each participant, the experiment was conducted by 
repeating each mode twice while randomizing the mode order. However, the no indication 
(baseline) mode always took place either in the beginning or the end. This choice of order 
was necessitated by the results of the preliminary results. When the no indication trials 
were carried out after any of the indication trials, the participants became very confused 
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wondering if the robot malfunctioned. In order to counter the bias associated with always 
starting with the no indication system, the no indication trials were performed at the end 
for some participants randomly. So, in total each participant underwent a total of 14 trials 
with two trials for each mode. Figure 5.6 shows a snapshot of a 180 degrees’ scenario 
trial for the projected arrow mode. The robot in this case has just initiated its turn but the 
participant has already adapted her trajectory based on the indication. The wall structure 
can also be seen in the figure. 
For the set of 135, 90 and 45 degrees, owing to the length of the experiment, the 
number of trials had to be designed in a different manner.  Firstly, the order of the 
scenarios was completely randomized for each participant. Within each scenario, the 
communication modes were randomized. In the case of 135 degrees, the trials for modes 
3, 5 and 7 were only performed once whereas, all other modes were conducted twice. In 
the case of 90 degrees, the no indication trials and modes 2 and 3 were performed two 
times for each participant whereas, all other modes were conducted only once. Finally, in 
the case of 45 degrees, similar to 90 degrees, the no indication trials and modes 2 and 3 
were performed two times for each participant whereas, all other modes were conducted 
only once. So, in total each participant underwent a total of 11 trials for 135 degrees and 
10 trials for both 90 and 45 degrees’ crossing scenarios. 
5.2.3 Measured Variables 
In order to obtain useful data from the experiment, the trajectories were recorded 
using Optitrack Prime 13 motion capture system [104]. Figure 5.7 shows a participant 
with motion markers on the shoulders, chest, wrists and feet. In addition to the motion 
trajectories, questionnaires were administered and interviews were also conducted before 
and after using indications. For the questionnaires, the participants were asked to rate the 
interaction based on eight different measures. These measures include ‘comfort’, how 
comfortable the participant felt during the interaction, ‘naturalness’, how natural did the 
robot’s navigation behavior felt during the interaction, ‘legibility’, to what extent was the 
robot’s behavior easy to understand, ‘performance’, the general performance of the robot, 
‘intuitiveness’, the communication system’s intuitiveness, ‘speed of understanding’, how 
quickly was the participant able to understand robot’s intention, ‘situational awareness’, 
how aware was the robot of its surroundings, and ‘confidence’, how much confidence the 
participant had in trusting robot’s actions. Further, the participants were also given some 
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open ended questions where they made some remarks and selected their most preferred 
communication mode. Finally, FHD videos were captured for all the trials. 
 
Figure 5.6 A snapshot of a 180 degrees’ scenario trial for the projected arrow mode. The 
robot has just initiated its turn but the participant has already adjusted her trajectory 
prior to the robot’s turn. 
 
Figure 5.7 A participant with motion capture markers in his shoulders, chest, wrist and 
feet. 
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5.3 Results 
5.3.1 Subjective Results 
As explained in the previous section, the participants rated the different modes of 
communication in terms of 8 different metrics. Figure 5.8 to 5.39 presents the graphical 
representation of all the metrics (mean and standard error) across all four scenarios. Also, 
Table 5.1 to 5.32 presents the descriptive statistics for all the 8 different metrics across 
all four scenarios. For the statistical analysis, one-way repeated - measures ANOVA has 
been performed and post-hoc comparisons has been performed using Tukey’s Honestly 
Significant Difference (HSD) for each measure. The following paragraphs will explain 
the statistical results for every metrics across the four scenarios. 
180 Degrees. Statistically significant effects of different modes were found on six out 
of the eight measures [F(4, 215) = 10.26, p < 0.001 for ‘comfort’; F(4, 215) = 6.29, p < 
0.001 for ‘naturalness’; F(4, 215) = 7.38, p < 0.001 for ‘legibility’; F(4, 215) = 7.30, p < 
0.001 for ‘performance’; F(4, 215) = 8.62, p < 0.001 for ‘speed of understanding’; and 
finally, F(4, 215) = 8.16, p < 0.001 for ‘confidence’] in the case of 180 degrees passing 
scenario. In terms of comfort, post-hoc tests found all modes to be rated significantly 
higher than the baseline at p < 0.001. Both PJ and PJS were rated more natural with p < 
0.001 while SC and SCS were rated more natural with p < 0.05 against the baseline. In 
terms of legibility, the only significant rating differences were between PJ and PJS versus 
the baseline with p < 0.001. Participants found PJ and PJS to significantly perform better 
against the baseline with p < 0.001. Even though the mean values for projected rays are 
higher than the display arrows, our statistical analysis failed to show any significant 
difference. For speed of understanding, PJ and PJS were rated significantly higher than 
baseline with p < 0.001 whereas SC and SCS were rated higher with p < 0.05 and p = 
0.05 respectively. Finally, participants had a higher confidence in robot’s actions for 
every mode with PJ and PJS having p < 0.001 whereas SC and SCS having p < 0.05. 
There were no significant interactions between the projected modes and display modes in 
any of the measures even though the projected modes have consistently higher ratings. 
Similar results hold for with sound and without sound interactions.  
135 Degrees. We found statistically significant effect of different modes on all of the 
eight measures [F(4, 155) = 4.77, p = 0.001; F(4, 155) = 3.31, p = 0.01; F(4, 155) = 8.02, 
p < 0.001; F(4, 155) = 5.92, p < 0.001; F(4, 155) = 10.03, p < 0.001; F(4, 155) = 9.71, p 
< 0.001; F(4, 155) = 6.64, p < 0.001; F(4, 155) = 7.19, p < 0.001, respectively]. For 135 
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degrees, both PJ and PJS were rated significantly higher against the baseline in terms of 
comfort, naturalness and situational awareness with p < 0.05, whereas for legibility, 
performance, speed of understanding and confidence, the rating was higher with p < 0.001. 
For SC and SCS there was only one significant measure against the baseline; SCS was 
rated to have higher situational awareness with p < 0.05. In addition, SCS was also rated 
to have a higher speed of understanding than baseline with p = 0.05. When comparing the 
indication modes, both PJ and PJS were rated to have higher legibility and perceived more 
intuitive than both SC and SCS with p < 0.05. Similar to the case of 180 degrees’ scenario, 
having sound versus no sound had no significant interactions at all.  
90 Degrees. We found statistically significant effect of different modes on all of the 
eight measures [F(4, 155) = 9.16, p < 0.001; F(4, 155) = 14.24, p < 0.001; F(4, 155) = 
15.91, p < 0.001; F(4, 155) = 18.36, p < 0.001; F(4, 155) = 18.89, p < 0.005; F(4, 155) = 
23.2, p < 0.001; F(4, 155) = 9.08, p < 0.001; F(4, 155) = 21.1, p < 0.001, respectively]. 
Except for measures of intuitiveness and situational awareness, both PJ and PJS were 
rated significantly higher than the baseline across all measures with p < 0.001. Both SC 
and SCS had no significant interactions against baseline. Except for the comparison of 
measures of comfort and situational awareness between PJ and SCS, and the comparison 
of measure of comfort between PJS and SCS, PJ and PJS were rated significantly higher 
across all measures when compared to both SC and SCS with p < 0.001. Once again, there 
were no significant interactions when considering same modes with having sound or not. 
45 Degrees. We found statistically significant effect of different modes on all of the 
eight measures [F(4, 155) = 7.22, p < 0.001; F(4, 155) = 9.69, p < 0.001; F(4, 155) = 
18.49, p < 0.001; F(4, 155) = 13.56, p < 0.001; F(4, 155) = 29.45, p < 0.001; F(4, 155) = 
26.66, p < 0.001; F(4, 155) = 9.03, p < 0.001; F(4, 155) = 17.66, p < 0.001, respectively]. 
For 45 degrees, PJ was rated significantly higher than the baseline in terms of comfort 
and situational awareness with p < 0.05 and p < 0.001 in terms of legibility, performance, 
speed of understanding and confidence. Similar results hold for PJS with the exception 
of performance where it is rated significantly higher with p < 0.05 significance only. TS 
was rated significantly better (p < 0.05) against the baseline in terms of speed of 
understanding only, whereas TSS was rated better (p < 0.05) in terms of speed of 
understanding and confidence. SC and SCS did not produce any significant results against 
the baseline. 
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Figure 5.8 Comfort ratings for 180 degrees' passing scenario. The asterisk on top of the 
bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001, Standard 
error bars in red). 
Table 5.1 Descriptive statistics for the Comfort ratings in 180 degrees' passing scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 219 4.98  2.20  0.32  
PJ 320 7.27  1.82  0.26  
PJS 314 7.14  1.41  0.20  
TS 313 7.11  1.83  0.26  
TSS 337 7.66  0.94  0.14  
SC 289 6.57  2.18  0.31  
SCS 295 6.70  1.76  0.25  
 
 
Figure 5.9 Naturalness ratings for 180 degrees' passing scenario. The asterisk on top of 
the bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001, 
Standard error bars in red). 
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Table 5.2 Descriptive statistics for the Naturalness ratings in 180 degrees' passing 
scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 218 4.95  2.44  0.35  
PJ 309 7.02  1.85  0.27  
PJS 300 6.82  1.76  0.25  
TS 306 6.95  2.06  0.30  
TSS 326 7.41  1.21  0.17  
SC 277 6.30  2.27  0.33  
SCS 277 6.30  2.27  0.33  
  
 
Figure 5.10 Legibility ratings for 180 degrees' passing scenario. The asterisk on top of 
the bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001, 
Standard error bars in red). 
Table 5.3 Descriptive statistics for the Legibility ratings in 180 degrees' passing 
scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 219 4.98  2.75  0.40  
PJ 323 7.34  1.82  0.26  
PJS 311 7.07  1.72  0.25  
TS 302 6.86  2.16  0.31  
TSS 332 7.55  1.34  0.19  
SC 277 6.30  2.50  0.36  
SCS 271 6.16  2.33  0.34  
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Figure 5.11 Performance ratings for 180 degrees' passing scenario. The asterisk on top 
of the bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001, 
Standard error bars in red). 
Table 5.4 Descriptive statistics for the Performance ratings in 180 degrees' passing 
scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 236 5.36  2.42  0.35  
PJ 326 7.41  1.59  0.23  
PJS 319 7.25  1.51  0.22  
TS 312 7.09  2.02  0.29  
TSS 334 7.59  1.23  0.18  
SC 288 6.55  2.24  0.32  
SCS 283 6.43  2.05  0.30  
 
 
Figure 5.12 Intuitiveness ratings for 180 degrees' passing scenario. (*p < 0.05, **p < 
0.001, Standard error bars in red). 
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Table 5.5 Descriptive statistics for the Intuitiveness ratings in 180 degrees' passing 
scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
PJ 304 6.91  2.08  0.30  
PJS 307 6.98  1.84  0.27  
TS 294 6.68  2.22  0.32  
TSS 330 7.50  1.55  0.22  
SC 264 6.00  2.37  0.34  
SCS 263 5.98  2.41  0.35  
 
 
Figure 5.13 Speed of Understanding ratings for 180 degrees' passing scenario. The 
asterisk on top of the bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, 
**p < 0.001, Standard error bars in red). 
Table 5.6 Descriptive statistics for the Speed of Understanding ratings in 180 degrees' 
passing scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 217 4.93  2.40  0.35  
PJ 318 7.23  1.74  0.25  
PJS 316 7.18  1.69  0.24  
TS 301 6.84  2.07  0.30  
TSS 329 7.48  1.27  0.18  
SC 279 6.34  2.40  0.35  
SCS 271 6.16  2.24  0.32  
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Figure 5.14 Situational Awareness ratings for 180 degrees' passing scenario. (Standard 
error bars in red). 
Table 5.7 Descriptive statistics for the Situational Awareness ratings in 180 degrees' 
passing scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 286 6.50  2.38  0.34  
PJ 299 6.80  1.75  0.25  
PJS 300 6.82  1.66  0.24  
TS 302 6.86  1.94  0.28  
TSS 323 7.34  1.36  0.20  
SC 286 6.50  2.20  0.32  
SCS 278 6.32  2.21  0.32  
 
 
Figure 5.15 Confidence ratings for 180 degrees' passing scenario. The asterisk on top of 
the bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001, 
Standard error bars in red). 
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Table 5.8 Descriptive statistics for the Confidence ratings in 180 degrees' passing 
scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 226 5.14  2.48  0.36  
PJ 312 7.09  1.70  0.24  
PJS 322 7.32  1.57  0.23  
TS 313 7.11  1.65  0.24  
TSS 338 7.68  0.96  0.14  
SC 280 6.36  2.18  0.31  
SCS 293 6.66  1.85  0.27  
 
 
Figure 5.16 Comfort ratings for 135 degrees' crossing scenario. The asterisk on top of 
the bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001, 
Standard error bars in red). 
Table 5.9 Descriptive statistics for the Comfort ratings in 135 degrees' crossing 
scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 127 4.38  2.47  0.44  
PJ 193 6.43  1.81  0.32  
PJS 94 6.27  1.98  0.35  
TS 187 6.23  1.74  0.43  
TSS 100 6.67  1.84  0.46  
SC 170 5.67  1.65  0.41  
SCS 87 5.80  2.14  0.54  
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Figure 5.17 Naturalness ratings for 135 degrees' crossing scenario. The asterisk on top 
of the bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001, 
Standard error bars in red). 
Table 5.10 Descriptive statistics for the Naturalness ratings in 135 degrees' crossing 
scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 119 3.97  1.97  0.35  
PJ 173 5.41  1.93  0.34  
PJS 91 5.69  2.24  0.40  
TS 176 5.50  1.83  0.46  
TSS 97 6.06  1.95  0.49  
SC 146 4.71  1.95  0.49  
SCS 77 4.81  2.20  0.55  
 
 
Figure 5.18 Legibility ratings for 135 degrees' crossing scenario. The asterisk on top of 
the bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001, 
Standard error bars in red). 
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Table 5.11 Descriptive statistics for the Legibility ratings in 135 degrees' crossing 
scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 141 4.55  1.77  0.31  
PJ 208 6.50  1.37  0.24  
PJS 104 6.50  1.46  0.26  
TS 193 6.03  1.62  0.40  
TSS 108 6.75  1.88  0.47  
SC 160 5.16  1.93  0.48  
SCS 85 5.31  2.06  0.51  
 
 
Figure 5.19 Performance ratings for 135 degrees' crossing scenario. The asterisk on top 
of the bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001, 
Standard error bars in red). 
Table 5.12 Descriptive statistics for the Performance ratings in 135 degrees' crossing 
scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 128 4.13  2.14  0.38  
PJ 198 6.19  1.97  0.35  
PJS 100 6.25  1.61  0.29  
TS 185 5.78  2.07  0.52  
TSS 101 6.31  2.18  0.55  
SC 166 5.35  1.94  0.49  
SCS 83 5.19  2.32  0.58  
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Figure 5.20 Intuitiveness ratings for 135 degrees' crossing scenario. (*p < 0.05, **p < 
0.001, Standard error bars in red). 
Table 5.13 Descriptive statistics for the Intuitiveness ratings in 135 degrees' crossing 
scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
PJ 217 6.78  1.72  0.30  
PJS 110 6.88  1.78  0.32  
TS 187 5.84  2.07  0.52  
TSS 109 6.81  1.97  0.49  
SC 157 5.06  1.90  0.47  
SCS 83 5.19  1.64  0.41  
 
 
Figure 5.21 Speed of Understanding ratings for 135 degrees' crossing scenario. The 
asterisk on top of the bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, 
**p < 0.001, Standard error bars in red). 
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Table 5.14 Descriptive statistics for the Speed of Understanding ratings in 135 degrees' 
crossing scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 130 4.19  2.21  0.39  
PJ 213 6.66  1.56  0.28  
PJS 107 6.69  1.70  0.30  
TS 205 6.41  2.20  0.55  
TSS 109 6.81  2.01  0.50  
SC 168 5.42  1.91  0.48  
SCS 88 5.50  1.97  0.49  
 
 
Figure 5.22 Situational Awareness ratings for 135 degrees' crossing scenario. The 
asterisk on top of the bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, 
**p < 0.001, Standard error bars in red). 
Table 5.15 Descriptive statistics for the Situational Awareness ratings in 135 degrees' 
crossing scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 109 3.52  2.01  0.36  
PJ 167 5.22  2.01  0.36  
PJS 91 5.69  1.35  0.24  
TS 171 5.34  2.15  0.54  
TSS 89 5.56  2.34  0.58  
SC 142 4.58  1.69  0.42  
SCS 80 5.00  1.86  0.47  
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Figure 5.23 Confidence ratings for 135 degrees' crossing scenario. The asterisk on top 
of the bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001, 
Standard error bars in red). 
Table 5.16 Descriptive statistics for the Confidence ratings in 135 degrees' crossing 
scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 135 4.35  2.15  0.38  
PJ 214 6.69  1.77  0.31  
PJS 106 6.63  1.75  0.31  
TS 197 6.16  2.10  0.52  
TSS 108 6.75  2.05  0.51  
SC 175 5.65  2.04  0.51  
SCS 88 5.50  2.19  0.55  
 
 
Figure 5.24 Comfort ratings for 90 degrees' crossing scenario. The asterisk on top of the 
bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001, Standard 
error bars in red). 
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Table 5.17 Descriptive statistics for the Comfort ratings in 90 degrees' crossing 
scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 131 4.37  2.25  0.40  
PJ 184 6.13  1.61  0.29  
PJS 193 6.43  1.48  0.26  
TS 90 6.00  1.85  0.46  
TSS 94 6.27  1.79  0.45  
SC 62 4.13  1.88  0.47  
SCS 76 5.07  2.05  0.51  
 
 
Figure 5.25 Naturalness ratings for 90 degrees' crossing scenario. The asterisk on top of 
the bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001, 
Standard error bars in red). 
Table 5.18 Descriptive statistics for the Naturalness ratings in 90 degrees' crossing 
scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 137 4.28  1.89  0.33  
PJ 187 5.84  1.78  0.31  
PJS 198 6.19  1.23  0.22  
TS 82 5.13  1.93  0.48  
TSS 91 5.69  1.99  0.50  
SC 57 3.56  1.63  0.41  
SCS 68 4.25  1.91  0.48  
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Figure 5.26 Legibility ratings for 90 degrees' crossing scenario. The asterisk on top of 
the bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001, 
Standard error bars in red). 
Table 5.19 Descriptive statistics for the Legibility ratings in 90 degrees' crossing 
scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 138 4.31  1.71  0.30  
PJ 199 6.22  1.68  0.30  
PJS 203 6.34  1.10  0.19  
TS 87 5.44  1.90  0.47  
TSS 100 6.25  1.65  0.41  
SC 59 3.69  1.70  0.43  
SCS 70 4.38  2.28  0.57  
 
 
Figure 5.27 Performance ratings for 90 degrees' crossing scenario. The asterisk on top 
of the bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001, 
Standard error bars in red). 
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Table 5.20 Descriptive statistics for the Performance ratings in 90 degrees' crossing 
scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 138 4.31  1.73  0.31  
PJ 198 6.19  1.64  0.29  
PJS 210 6.56  1.11  0.20  
TS 83 5.19  1.94  0.48  
TSS 93 5.81  2.01  0.50  
SC 59 3.69  1.58  0.39  
SCS 68 4.25  2.29  0.57  
 
 
Figure 5.28 Intuitiveness ratings for 90 degrees' crossing scenario. (*p < 0.05, **p < 
0.001, Standard error bars in red). 
Table 5.21 Descriptive statistics for the Intuitiveness ratings in 90 degrees' crossing 
scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
PJ 201 6.28  2.00  0.35  
PJS 213 6.66  1.73  0.31  
TS 85 5.31  2.12  0.53  
TSS 99 6.19  2.04  0.51  
SC 61 3.81  1.38  0.34  
SCS 63 3.94  2.59  0.65  
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Figure 5.29 Speed of Understanding ratings for 90 degrees' crossing scenario. The 
asterisk on top of the bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, 
**p < 0.001, Standard error bars in red). 
Table 5.22 Descriptive statistics for the Speed of Understanding ratings in 90 degrees' 
crossing scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 140 4.38  1.70  0.30  
PJ 212 6.63  1.79  0.32  
PJS 222 6.94  1.56  0.28  
TS 86 5.38  2.22  0.55  
TSS 108 6.75  1.91  0.48  
SC 57 3.56  1.55  0.39  
SCS 71 4.44  2.19  0.55  
 
 
Figure 5.30 Situational Awareness ratings for 90 degrees' crossing scenario. The 
asterisk on top of the bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, 
**p < 0.001, Standard error bars in red). 
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Table 5.23 Descriptive statistics for the Situational Awareness ratings in 90 degrees' 
crossing scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 137 4.28  1.73  0.31  
PJ 179 5.59  1.46  0.26  
PJS 191 5.97  1.40  0.25  
TS 74 4.63  1.86  0.46  
TSS 95 5.94  1.61  0.40  
SC 63 3.94  1.77  0.44  
SCS 72 4.50  1.90  0.47  
 
 
Figure 5.31 Confidence ratings for 90 degrees' crossing scenario. The asterisk on top of 
the bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001, 
Standard error bars in red). 
Table 5.24 Descriptive statistics for the Confidence ratings in 90 degrees' crossing 
scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 140 4.38  2.17  0.38  
PJ 215 6.72  1.49  0.26  
PJS 217 6.78  1.18  0.21  
TS 88 5.50  1.90  0.47  
TSS 103 6.44  1.36  0.34  
SC 63 3.94  1.61  0.40  
SCS 69 4.31  2.06  0.51  
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Figure 5.32 Comfort ratings for 45 degrees' crossing scenario. The asterisk on top of the 
bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001, Standard 
error bars in red). 
Table 5.25 Descriptive statistics for the Comfort ratings in 45 degrees' crossing 
scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 141 4.70  2.00  0.35  
PJ 203 6.77  1.50  0.27  
PJS 198 6.60  1.45  0.26  
TS 88 5.87  1.64  0.41  
TSS 90 6.00  1.69  0.42  
SC 71 4.73  1.62  0.41  
SCS 73 4.87  1.81  0.45  
 
 
Figure 5.33 Naturalness ratings for 45 degrees' crossing scenario. The asterisk on top of 
the bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001, 
Standard error bars in red). 
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Table 5.26 Descriptive statistics for the Naturalness ratings in 45 degrees' crossing 
scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 149 4.66  1.31  0.23  
PJ 194 6.06  1.50  0.27  
PJS 197 6.16  1.48  0.26  
TS 89 5.56  1.63  0.41  
TSS 92 5.75  1.44  0.36  
SC 65 4.06  1.29  0.32  
SCS 71 4.44  1.63  0.41  
 
 
Figure 5.34 Legibility ratings for 45 degrees' crossing scenario. The asterisk on top of 
the bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001, 
Standard error bars in red). 
Table 5.27 Descriptive statistics for the Legibility ratings in 45 degrees' crossing 
scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 145 4.53  1.83  0.32  
PJ 222 6.94  1.16  0.21  
PJS 211 6.59  1.43  0.25  
TS 85 5.31  1.89  0.47  
TSS 90 5.63  1.63  0.41  
SC 61 3.81  1.87  0.47  
SCS 62 3.88  1.63  0.41  
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Figure 5.35 Performance ratings for 45 degrees' crossing scenario. The asterisk on top 
of the bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001, 
Standard error bars in red). 
Table 5.28 Descriptive statistics for the Performance ratings in 45 degrees' crossing 
scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 145 4.53  1.76  0.31  
PJ 221 6.91  1.38  0.24  
PJS 211 6.59  1.50  0.27  
TS 87 5.44  1.75  0.44  
TSS 90 5.63  1.93  0.48  
SC 66 4.13  1.93  0.48  
SCS 65 4.06  1.84  0.46  
 
 
Figure 5.36 Intuitiveness ratings for 45 degrees' crossing scenario. (*p < 0.05, **p < 
0.001, Standard error bars in red). 
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Table 5.29 Descriptive statistics for the Intuitiveness ratings in 45 degrees' crossing 
scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
PJ 231 7.22  1.39  0.24  
PJS 234 7.31  1.38  0.24  
TS 84 5.25  1.48  0.37  
TSS 84 5.25  2.35  0.59  
SC 48 3.20  2.11  0.53  
SCS 54 3.60  2.03  0.51  
 
 
Figure 5.37 Speed of Understanding ratings for 45 degrees' crossing scenario. The 
asterisk on top of the bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, 
**p < 0.001, Standard error bars in red). 
Table 5.30 Descriptive statistics for the Speed of Understanding ratings in 45 degrees' 
crossing scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 134 4.19  1.18  0.21  
PJ 228 7.13  1.72  0.30  
PJS 226 7.06  1.70  0.30  
TS 92 5.75  1.91  0.48  
TSS 91 5.69  2.18  0.55  
SC 52 3.47  2.03  0.51  
SCS 53 3.31  1.54  0.38  
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Figure 5.38 Situational Awareness ratings for 45 degrees' crossing scenario. The 
asterisk on top of the bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, 
**p < 0.001, Standard error bars in red). 
Table 5.31 Descriptive statistics for the Situational Awareness ratings in 45 degrees' 
crossing scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 138 4.31  1.35  0.24  
PJ 180 5.63  1.81  0.32  
PJS 186 5.81  1.45  0.26  
TS 81 5.06  1.84  0.46  
TSS 87 5.44  1.93  0.48  
SC 58 3.63  1.45  0.36  
SCS 65 4.06  1.34  0.34  
 
 
Figure 5.39 Confidence ratings for 45 degrees' crossing scenario. The asterisk on top of 
the bar represents the significance against the baseline. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001, 
Standard error bars in red). 
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Table 5.32 Descriptive statistics for the Confidence ratings in 45 degrees' crossing 
scenario. 
Module Total Average Standard Deviation Standard Error 
NS 139 4.34  1.93  0.34  
PJ 223 6.97  1.47  0.26  
PJS 228 7.13  1.52  0.27  
TS 89 5.56  1.71  0.43  
TSS 99 6.19  2.10  0.53  
SC 62 3.88  2.00  0.50  
SCS 65 4.06  2.02  0.50  
 
5.3.2 Observed Human Trajectory Analysis 
For the trajectory analysis, we have devised a simple method for comparative analysis 
by taking the idea of hesitation signals from the study in [105]. In [105], the authors 
present an idea of hesitation signals based on sudden velocity changes that are atypical to 
a smooth interaction. Figure 5.40 is taken from [105] and shows the typical velocity 
profiles for the ‘adaptive’ and ‘non-adaptive’ conditions used in the author’s study. In 
essence, any time a participant slows down, accelerates or comes to a momentarily halt, 
we identify that trial as including hesitation and therefore not smooth. A smooth trajectory 
has zero occurrence of hesitation. In contrast to [105] where they have used maximum 
and minimum velocity values from the velocity profiles of each trajectory, for this study 
we have chosen to select and analyze local maximum and minimum values to calculate 
Δv. We have defined hesitation to occur anytime Δv equals or exceeds a value of 0.4 m/s. 
Figure 5.40 shows a typical velocity profile for one of the trajectories. As can be seen in 
the figure, the participant slightly hesitates during the interaction which results in the 
velocity profile having a slight disturbance. In this particular case, the hesitation 
constitutes a velocity difference of less than 0.4 m/s. Consequently, this profile is 
categorized as having no hesitation. The reason for going with 0.4 m/s velocity 
disturbance is due to the fact that there is always a small disturbance in human motion. 
We have summarized the percentage of hesitation occurrence (rounded values) for every 
mode across each scenario (except 45) in Table 5.34. As seen from the results, there is 
significant improvement in navigation interaction for 180 degrees’ scenario in general. 
As the angle becomes more acute, there is not much difference in the performance. 
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Figure 5.40 Velocity profiles showing the difference in having hesitation or not [105]. 
 
Figure 5.41 Disturbance in velocity profile. A hesitation occurs when △v ≥ 0.4 m/s. 
For the analysis of cooperation, the trajectory data was utilized to determine whether 
the participant successfully cooperated before the robot made the turn or not. As 
explained in the introduction section, the idea behind this measure is to seek early 
cooperation so that the robot will not have to face future situation where it has to stop or 
evade suddenly. Based on the trajectory data, it was possible to analyze participants’ 
deviating points for each trial. By deviating point, it means the point where the participant 
changes direction instead of going straight forward. Table 5.33 shows the rate of 
cooperation for the 180 degrees passing scenario for all modules. The results only consist 
of the 180 degrees’ scenario because the other scenarios did not yield any notable results. 
In the baseline mode, participants waited for the robot to make decision in a total of 32 
out of 44 trials (72.2 %). For the other modes, participants cooperated to robot’s indication 
as follows. For modules PJ, PJS, TS, TSS, SC and SCS, the participants cooperated 36 
out of 44 times (81.8 %), 37 out of 44 times (84.1 %), 34 out of 44 times, 38 out of 44 
times, 27 out of 44 times (61.4%) and 26 out of 44 times (59.1 %) respectively. Finally, 
Figure 5.42 presents the observed trajectories in the case of a typical baseline approach 
within 180 degrees’ scenario. Figure 5.43 and 5.44 presents two typically observed 
trajectories in the case of PJS and TSS respectively, within the 180 degrees’ scenario. In 
Δv ≥ 0.4 m/s
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Figure 5.42, it can be noticed that the participants follow a straight path for a while before 
finally deviating in the opposite direction to that of the robot. However, the typical 
behavior during the use of communication mechanism (most notably PJ, PJS and TSS) 
includes immediate deviation as characterized in Figures 5.43 and 5.44. As denoted by 
the hesitation rates, and also from the cooperation rate data of other scenarios, there was 
not any noticeable improvements in the case of observed trajectory data. 
 
Figure 5.42 Typical observed trajectory for baseline method in 180 degrees’ scenario 
with the participant in the starting position. 
 
Figure 5.43 Typical observed trajectory for ‘projection indications with sound’ mode in 
180 degrees’ scenario with the participant in the starting position. 
 
Figure 5.44 Typical observed trajectory for ‘turn signals with sound’ mode in 180 
degrees’ scenario with the participant in the starting position. 
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Table 5.33 Rate of cooperation for 180 degrees passing scenario. 
NS (No signal/indication) 32 (out of 44) 
PJ (Projected light signal) 36 (out of 44) 
PJS (Projected light signal with sound) 37 (out of 44) 
TS (Turn signal) 34 (out of 44) 
TSS (Turn signal with sound) 38 (out of 44) 
SC (Display/Screen indicator) 27 (out of 44) 
SCS (Display/Screen indicator with sound) 26 (out of 44) 
 
Table 5.34 Hesitation signals percentage for 180, 135 and 90 degrees crossing 
scenarios. 
 
Hesitation Signals Percentage 
90° 135° 180° 
NS (No signal/indication) 91 58 46 
PJ (Projected light signal) 84 43 27 
PJS (Projected light signal with sound) 81 49 24 
TS (Turn signal) 87 39 16 
TSS (Turn signal with sound) 83 31 9 
SC (Display/Screen indicator) 89 63 38 
SCS (Display/Screen indicator with sound) 93 55 42 
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Figure 5.45 Rate of cooperation for 180 degrees passing scenario. 
 
Figure 5.46 Hesitation percentage for 180 degrees’ scenario. 
 
Figure 5.47 Hesitation percentage for 135 degrees’ scenario. 
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Figure 5.48 Hesitation percentage for 90 degrees’ scenario. 
5.4 Discussion 
The main purpose of this study was to see whether using explicit communication 
signals for directional intent improves the overall navigation experience. Also, the study 
was conducted to explore the versatility of the tested system across general interaction 
scenarios and see how the different systems fared against each other. Participants rated 
PJ and PJS to be the most effective across all scenarios. In the case of 180 degrees, both 
PJ and PJS produced significant ratings against baseline but failed to produce any 
significant ratings against SC and SCS. However, based on the simple trajectory analysis 
that was performed, both PJ and PJS yielded a higher percentage of hesitation-free 
trajectories and stimulated higher rate of cooperation. As the interaction angle became 
sharper, the effectiveness of projection indication produced significantly higher ratings in 
comparison to not only the baseline but against SC and SCS as well. This suggests that 
the projected light ray signal definitely is an intuitive and legible system which results in 
an improved navigation performance. 
In the case of display indicators, it is actually a very convenient choice owing to the 
fact that a lot of robot designs already include a display on their chest. However, as the 
results suggests, the ambiguity that the display creates seriously limits its usability. Many 
participants noted this ambiguity and few comments are listed in Table II. This ambiguity 
can probably be avoided if there is an established convention and once the participants 
get used to that established convention. However, display indicators efficacy 
exponentially decreases as the angles become more acute. Further, its intuitive ratings are 
also significantly lower in comparison to projection signals. 
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The use of sound elicited polar reactions among the participants. Many participants 
noted positive reactions to the use of sound even though we did not achieve any 
statistically significant results in our dependent measures when comparing the same 
indication mechanisms with and without sound. However, it is interesting to note that, in 
the 90 degrees’ scenario, the rated means are consistently higher when having sound. 
Interestingly, there were some negative reactions to the use of sound with participants 
complaining about the sound being noisy. In fact, two of the participants reported they 
felt scared as the sound made them feel like there is some danger. 
As with any single study, there are several limitations of this experiment design that 
must be acknowledged. First, the perceived feelings in any study can be influenced by the 
physical appearance [106, 107, 108] and traits of the robot. It will be interesting to see 
whether the results will hold true in case of other mobile robots with different designs 
(especially bipedal robots). The second limitation is the composition of participants. Even 
though there are participants from many different countries, they were mostly young 
males with only 6 females taking part across all three scenarios. Also, most of the 
participants are from Japan. Naturally, there is also an effect of culture. Culture affects 
every aspect of social behavior in humans [109, 110, 111] and the analysis in this study 
does not take into account the various cultures and background participants have come 
from.  
In terms of design, the convention which was adopted for display indicators was based 
on the robot requesting the participants to move in the pointed direction. In hindsight, 
majority of participants that were experimented on preferred the opposite convention. 
This could have led to a lower performance when using display indicators. 
Another important issue regarding the study design in this chapter is the nature of the 
experiment which only involves one-on-one interaction. Even though the intended 
environment ultimately involves many people walking in random directions (in its most 
challenging form), the experiment only involved one-on-one interaction for simplicity 
purpose. One problem with doing experiments with multiple people is that the results will 
not be reproducible as it is difficult to achieve standard test conditions. Consider just the 
number of people. How does one decide on a standard density for the experiments? Even 
if the total number of people remains same in the whole environment, the number of 
people in the immediate vicinity will vary randomly. It is already difficult to decide on 
the number of people but then there are other variables like the starting positions and 
walking directions. It is difficult to estimate the discrepancies in the results obtained in 
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this study versus a similar study with multiple people. Nevertheless, there will definitely 
be a gap between testing the proposed mechanisms one-on-one versus one-to-many and 
therefore, this needs to be investigated before any potential use in a real environment.    
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6 CONTACT-BASED 
INDUCEMENT 
Chapters 6 and 7 details the study of the fourth and final communication module in 
this thesis, which is ‘communicating intent through contact’. As opposed to the first three 
visually explicit intent communication modules, ‘communicating intent through contact’ 
is naturally more an action rather than a system. Further, as already explained in the 
introductory chapters, the fourth intent communication method is intended for a specific 
environment as portrayed by Figure 1.4 (which is presented again in Figure 6.1). This 
method is not suitable for situations where people are already aware of the robot’s 
presence and in fact when the robot is in eyesight. This chapter delves into the 
implementation of the contact-based inducement communication method.   
6.1 Introduction 
The particular type of congested environment that we focus in this chapter is once 
again shown in Figure 6.1. This environment is noisy and comprises of many people 
standing still and engrossed in their own conversations. If a robot needs to travel through 
such an environment, an appropriate strategy would be to make a verbal request. However, 
the robot will need to stop and wait each time it encounters an obstructing human and 
further, because the environment is noisy, there is a chance that the obstructing human 
may not notice the robot at all. The problem will be further exacerbated if the obstructing 
human is using his earphones and/or is immersed in his cellphone. Also, as the crowd 
extends into larger area, it will result in a highly inefficient motion for the robot. So, how 
do we achieve a safe and efficient motion for a mobile robot with relatively inferior 
sensing and control system in an environment like Figure 6.1? 
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In this thesis, an idea wherein the robot uses contact to induce any obstructing human 
to give way to the robot has been proposed. Specifically, the robot uses its arm to contact 
the obstructing human and influence him or her to move aside. Naturally, this 
unconventional approach needs to be explored from two different vantage points. The 
first question is about the effectiveness of such an approach. It needs to be investigated 
whether humans can be influenced to react in a manner that will be beneficial for the 
robot. The second question is about acceptability of such an approach. This is dealt in the 
next chapter. This chapter focuses on investigating the feasibility and implementation of 
the contact-based inducement communication system. 
The contact-based inducement communication system has been divided into a three-
step study. The first step of the study includes preliminary human reaction experiment. In 
this preliminary experiment, human’s reaction to robot-initiated contact will be 
investigated. The key idea lies in the fact that, if humans react in an uncontrollable and 
random manner, then there is no point in using contact to influence them to move out of 
the robot’s way. For instance, if the robot wants to move towards right and therefore 
nudges the human towards left, then there will be no point in employing contact if the 
human reacts randomly and has a significant chance of moving to the right. Using contact 
will only make sense if the robot can reasonably influence the obstructing human to move 
towards the intended direction in high frequency. 
The second step of the study includes the implementation of the contact-based 
inducement communication method into a navigation algorithm. The main intention here 
is to propose the use of contact rather than developing a whole new algorithm. Therefore, 
an existing motion planning algorithm in the form of original RRT [41, 42, 43] has been 
utilized wherein the concept of contact-based inducement has been fed. 
Finally, the third step which includes the psychological reactions to contact has been 
conducted. The details of this step forms the contents of Chapter 7. 
This chapter is organized as follows. The human detection system used during the 
experiments is described in section 6.2. Section 6.3 describes the experiment and the 
results of the preliminary human reaction experiments. Section 6.4 provides the 
explanation of core idea behind the contact-based inducement framework. Simulation and 
experimental results are presented in section 6.5. Finally, a conclusion and brief 
discussion is presented in section 6.6. 
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Figure 6.1 A congested but relatively static environment.  
6.2 Human Detection System 
It is essential to accurately detect humans for any robot navigation task. There are 
various methods for human detection which primarily depends upon the type of sensors 
available for use. One popular way is to detect leg-like shapes from the laser data [56, 57, 
58]. In close proximity, cameras can be utilized with greater accuracy [53, 54, 55]. 
However, fusing the data from both the camera and laser yields more precise results in 
general [62, 63, 64]. 
For the experiments described in this and the next chapter, as the detecting system 
depends upon the sensing capabilities of the robot, a new system based on the 
requirements of the utilized robotic platform was developed. Figure 6.2 shows the general 
overview of the human detection system. The developed detection system is a simple 
implementation which is primarily based on the following assumption: 
The orientation of the body is the same as the gaze direction. 
The aim of the experiment is not to propose a full-fledged sensing system for 
navigation. This is way too complex and time consuming. Therefore, in order to simplify 
the sensing problem for the experiments, a pre-built map of the environment which 
essentially include walls, but does not include any other static obstacles and humans was 
developed and then fed to the human detection system. First, the laser-range finder scans 
through the environment and then filters out values which suggests human-like objects. 
The direction of these objects are then fed into the system and the camera scans through 
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these directions. For the visual algorithm, pre-existing Open CV library has been utilized. 
These algorithms then determine whether the human-like objects are in fact human or not. 
Finally, based on the above mentioned assumption, the system determines the position 
and orientation of any present human. Figure 6.3 to 6.6 shows the implementation of the 
human detection system. In Figure 6.3, the system recognizes that there is a human but 
makes an error in judging the human’s facing direction. It calculates the space towards 
the right and judges the space to be enough for the robot to pass through. In Figure 6.4, 
the system correctly identifies the human and his facing direction. However, as is the case, 
there is insufficient space for the robot to pass through the right. In both the figures, the 
red dot at the bottom center, from which green lines emanate in a ‘V’ shape, represents 
robots. Figure 6.5 and 6.5 includes a person and an object, and two persons respectively. 
 
Figure 6.2 General overview of human detection system. The laser tracking filters any 
obstacles with human-likeness and feeds into the visual detection part. 
 
Figure 6.3 Human detection system in action. The blue oval space signifies that there is 
enough space for the robot to pass through. The red bar represents human. The red dot 
at the bottom grid represents the robot. 
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Figure 6.4 Human detection system in action. The red oval space signifies that there is 
insufficient space for the robot to pass through. The red bar represents human. The red 
dot at the bottom grid represents the robot. 
 
Figure 6.5 Human detection system in action. The red oval with the red bar represents 
human The blue oval with the blue bar represents a physical obstacle. The red dot at the 
bottom grid represents the robot. 
 
Figure 6.6 Human detection system in action. The red oval with the red bar represents 
human The blue rectangles in the right represent human-like objects which is then tested 
through the camera. The red dot at the bottom grid represents the robot. 
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6.3 Preliminary Human Reaction Experiments 
As explained before, the idea of making contact with human in order to encourage 
them to move away only makes sense if we can get a relatively predictable reaction from 
humans. If the contact elicits random reactions which can possibly make navigation less 
efficient, then there is no point for such action. The details of the preliminary human 
reaction experiment will be described in this section. Both the human reaction and the 
final experiments were conducted in the Motion capture room of Waseda University 
Science and Engineering Research center using Raptor-E Digital RealTime System [112]. 
 
Figure 6.7 Experiment environment. The whiteboard on the left consists of task to divert 
the participants’ attention. 
6.3.1 Experiment Design 
The typical human reaction to robot’s touch was investigated. Typical in this case 
means the degree of correspondence between human’s movement in response to the 
contact force and the direction of that force. Specifically, the experiment was done to 
determine whether humans move in a desired direction based on the direction of contact 
force. For this purpose, two sets of experiments were performed. The first set consisted 
of exerting contact by the experimenter to the participant in different scenarios. Different 
points of contact on the participant’s body were chosen and the force was varied as strong 
and weak (less than or greater than 50 N). The contact points that were chosen are upper 
arm, lower arm, upper back and lower back. From the results of the first set of experiments, 
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the variables were narrowed down and formulated into seven different templates that 
seemed the most promising candidates for the robot-human experiments.  
 
Figure 6.8 The seven templates used in the preliminary human reaction experiments. 
The red arrows numbered 1 through seven shows the templates with the force exerted 
part and the direction of the force. The templates in the left fall under point touch 
whereas the remaining two in the center are implemented as surface touch. 
Table 6.1 The seven different templates used in the experiment and the state of variables 
for each template. 
Template No. Contact Method Contact Location Contact Direction 
1 Point contact Upper arm Vertical 
2 Point contact Upper arm Diagonal 
3 Point contact Upper arm Horizontal 
4 Point contact Back Vertical 
5 Point contact Back Diagonal 
6 Surface contact Back Horizontal 
7 Surface contact Back Diagonal 
 
These seven templates are listed in Table 6.1 and illustrated in Figure 6.8. Also, based 
on the responses (moving aside) of the participants, the force was limited to weak force 
(less than 50 N) for both the preliminary (second set) and final robot-human experiments. 
We placed a stationary human who was unaware of the robot’s intention and exerted 
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contact as shown in Figure 6.8. For brevity, we will only discuss the important results 
from the robot-human experiments. The preliminary experiments were conducted with 
the following assumptions. 
 Human has NOT noticed the robot. 
 Robot and human are standing still during inducement. 
6.3.2 Results and Conclusion 
The results which are based on the seven templates are shown from Figure 6.9 to 6.15. 
The red arrow shows the direction of force applied and the green spots on the human 
represents the point of contact. The straight line in various colors represent the starting 
and endpoints of the participants after the contact was made. The black line represents 
the average response trajectory and based on the results, there is a correspondence 
between the red arrow and the black line. Templates 1, 5, 6 and 7 show good 
correspondence but 2, 3 and 4 produced heavily scattered results. In template no. 6, the 
slight variation of all the results from the force direction is probably owing to a systematic 
error during the execution of arm motion. Assuming this error, the direction of force 
corresponds almost exactly along the average line in this case. In summary, the results 
from this experiment showed that the human reaction will be approximately along the 
lines of direction of contact force. Surface contacts were better, and irrespective of the 
contact point, the humans followed the force direction within certain limits. 
 
 
Figure 6.9 Human reaction results for Template 1. 
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Figure 6.10 Human reaction results for Template 2. 
 
 
Figure 6.11 Human reaction results for Template 3. 
 
 
Figure 6.12 Human reaction results for Template 4. 
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Figure 6.13 Human reaction results for Template 5. 
 
 
Figure 6.14 Human reaction results for Template 6. 
 
 
Figure 6.15 Human reaction results for Template 7. 
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6.4 Motion Planning Using Contact-Based Inducement 
In this section, the details of the motion planning algorithm will be explained. The 
core of the planning is centered on a sampling based path planning algorithm using 
rapidly exploring random trees (RRT) [41, 42, 43]. The RRT algorithm is based on 
random sampling of a configuration space. The result path can be found in a tree structure 
to which these sampled configurations are connected. The algorithm can be divided into 
three main parts: selection of a vertex for expansion, expansion and terminating condition 
[43]. The details, as presented by Vonasek et al. in [43] is shown in Algorithm 6.1. 
 
Algorithm 6.1: Original RRT 
1 T.add(qstart) 
2 while iteration < K do 
3        qrand = random configuration 
4        qnear = nearest neighbor in tree T to qrand 
5        qnew = extend qnear toward qrand 
6        if qnew can connect to qnear then 
7               T.addVertex(qnew); 
8               T.addEdge(qnear, qnew); 
9        end 
10        if ρ(qnew, qgoal) < distanceToGoalTh then 
11               break; 
12        end 
13   end 
 
Figure 6.16 shows a flowchart of the motion planning system that has been adopted 
for the implementation of the suggested approach. The novelty in the created algorithm 
lies in the adjustment that has been made to include the concept of contact-based 
inducement. For the use of the induction model, as explained in the introductory section, 
let us reiterate the following important assumption.  
The use of this model is specifically intended for stationary humans who are not aware 
of the presence or intention of the robot.  
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The desired path from the start to the goal position is first calculated based on RRT 
algorithm. This calculation takes into account the preexisting information which includes 
the walls. The robot moves according to the calculated path continuously scanning its 
environment. As it detects new obstacles, it checks to see if the detected obstacle is a 
human or not. If the detected obstacle is a human, then the detection system computes 
whether the robot can pass through or not (Figure 6.3 and 6.4). If it can pass, then it 
computes new trajectory and heads towards goal. However, if the human blocks the 
robot’s path, then the system carries out the contact-based inducement.  
The three criterions for initiating contact-based inducement which are (i) goal 
reachability, (ii) reachability to contact point, and finally (iii) safety will now be explained. 
Before the system can decide upon the action of making contact with human, the system 
needs to ensure that all of the above criteria are fulfilled. The first criterion is goal 
reachability. Does the action of making contact with arm ensure that the human moves 
away from the robot’s desired path to goal?  The second criterion is the reachability to 
contact point. While making contact with human, the robot needs to set itself in a suitable 
position so that it can exert a proper and safe contact with its arm. As explained before, 
we are only considering making contact on human’s back or upper arm. Therefore, the 
robots need to be in a suitable position to exert contact in such a place and also achieve 
the desired inducement. Finally, the last criterion is that of safety. The safety associated 
with the amount of contact force is a given, but in addition, we also need to consider the 
available space for the human to move along the direction of contact force. For example, 
if the human is already near a wall, pushing him further will risk collision with the wall. 
Now the steps taken for the decision of inducement will be considered. Once the 
detection system computes insufficient space for the robot to pass through, the system 
randomly selects one contact template out of the seven from the human reaction 
experiments. The system then calculates the position where the robot needs to be in order 
to execute the particular behavior template. If the robot finds an appropriate position, 
human avoidance is predicted based on the particular template. Next, the system checks 
the possible collision of human with other humans and obstacles. This calculation is based 
on the values represented by the black average line in Figure 6.5. Finally, if there is no 
anticipated collision, the robot checks whether the action of human moving away results 
in sufficient space for robot to go towards its goal. These steps are carried out until the 
robot finds a successful inducement template. If there is no possible inducement, then the 
robot stops. 
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Figure 6.16 Algorithm flowchart for contact-based inducement motion planning 
6.5 Implementation and Results 
The proposed method has been tested in a simplified environment, which captures the 
most important aspects to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. In 
particular, in the experiments there is currently only one human in the environment, but 
this in an important scenario that robots face as part of their navigation problem, and that 
in the future the method can be straightforward to be implemented also for environments 
with more humans. The robot has to localize itself in the environment, determine if there 
are humans and where they are located, and then decide a strategy from the given start to 
goal position. The layout of the environment is shown in Figure 6.17. A corridor which 
is 2 m wide has been considered and it includes a stationary human along the way. This 
basic design in essence covers all aspects of the target environment. 
 The proposed algorithm has first been tested through simulations, and then tested in 
real settings afterwards. Figure 6.18 shows the results of simulation test. First, the free 
space is calculated based on the dimensions of the robot, so that the robot can be reduced 
to a point. The top of Fig. 6.18 shows the path planned without taking the human into 
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consideration. After a certain number of iterations of RRT without using inducement, the 
robot determines that there is no way around the human, and the robot decides on the 
inducement point, as discussed in the previous section (bottom left). Finally, the robot 
influences the human to move aside using contact and continues towards its goal (bottom 
right). 
After having tested the algorithm in simulation, it was tested in a real physical setting. 
The trajectory of HucoM and the snapshots for the first trial are shown in Figure 6.21 and 
Figures 6.19 and 6.20. In this trial, as the robot determines enough space to pass through, 
the robot continues towards its goal without making any contact with the participant. 
Figure 6.22 and 6.23 shows the snapshots of the second run and the trajectory of HuCoM 
is shown in Figure 6.24. In this run, as the robot nears the participant, it determines that 
there is not enough space for it to pass safely. Therefore, it checks the environment 
parameters and decides upon appropriate action based on the induction model. It decides 
on the position from which to make contact, the point of contact, and also checks whether 
the contact action meets all of the criteria. Since the criteria is met in this particular run, 
the robot induces the participant to move aside as shown by the participant’s red trajectory, 
and finally continues to the goal point. Similar results can be found in the third trial and 
fourth trial which are presented in Figures 25 and 26, and Figures 27 and 28 respectively. 
The third trial is a case of ample space whereas the fourth trail has insufficient space. 
 
 
Figure 6.17 Layout of the experiment design. 
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Figure 6.18 Simulation result. (Top) Initial planning without considering any obstacles. 
(Middle) Random selection of inducement point. (Bottom) Trajectory after contact-
based inducement. 
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Figure 6.19 Time sequence snapshots of the first trial (front view). 
 
Figure 6.20 Time sequence snapshots of the first trial (rear view). 
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Figure 6.21 HuCoM’s trajectory for the first trial. 
 
 
Figure 6.22 Time sequence snapshots of the second trial (front view). 
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Figure 6.23 Time sequence snapshots of the second trial (rear view). 
 
 
Figure 6.24 HuCoM’s trajectory for the second trial. 
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Figure 6.25 Time sequence snapshots of the third trial (front view). 
 
 
Figure 6.26 HuCoM’s trajectory for the third trial. 
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Figure 6.27 Time sequence snapshots of the fourth trial (front view). 
 
 
Figure 6.28 HuCoM’s trajectory for the fourth trial. 
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6.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the idea of using contact-based inducement to improve navigation in 
dense but relatively static environment has been presented. Using contact to ask a human 
to move aside is a rather unconventional approach in navigation studies. However, 
because the existing technologies make navigation in crowded environments challenging, 
such an approach can potentially make it easier and in fact safer for robots to navigate in 
the considered environment.   There are obviously two important considerations for using 
contact: can we influence a human to react in a desired manner, and will such an approach 
be acceptable? However, this chapter only analyzed the parameter of influence. The 
results suggest that we can successfully influence a human in a desired direction. Using 
the results of the preliminary human reaction experiments, a simple motion planner using 
RRT was designed. The planning strategy was then implemented in real settings. The 
successful implementation of the method provides an alternate approach to robot 
navigation in congested environments. 
Naturally, there are many limitations to this study. The design includes a very 
simplistic environment with only one participant focusing on a pseudo task. As 
rationalized in the previous sections, this simple environment takes into account the 
details of a complicated environment. Nevertheless, future studies can include a more 
complex setup. Even though, there will always be a certain discrepancy in the results 
when the experiment is done in a laboratory setting versus a real environment. 
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7 PSYCHOLOGICAL 
EVALUATION FOR 
CONTACT-BASED 
INDUCEMENT 
In this chapter, details of the experiment conducted to evaluate the psychological 
effects of contact-based inducement are described. As discussed in the Introductory 
chapters and in Chapter 6, it is of utmost importance to check the social acceptability of 
using physical contact. This chapter lays out a brief introduction regarding the use of 
contact and then moves onto the methodology of the experiment. After that, the results 
are presented which is then followed by discussion section which also includes some 
limitations. 
7.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, an idea of using contact to induce an obstructing human to 
give way to the robot was proposed. Specifically, the robot’s arm was utilized to contact 
(slight push) an obstructing human and influence him or her to move aside. Naturally, 
this unconventional approach needs to be explored from two different vantage points. The 
first question is about the effectiveness of such an approach. A study should be carried 
out to investigate whether humans can be influenced to react in a manner that will be 
beneficial for the robot. This question has been tackled in the previous chapter. The 
second question is about acceptability of such an approach which is the focus of this 
chapter. 
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Even though there has been considerable research towards human-aware navigation 
and navigation in crowded environments in general, there has been no study that has 
looked into the effects of use of contact during robot navigation. Many HRI research that 
investigate effects of robot’s touch do exist but these research, instead of robot navigation, 
can be broadly categorized into healthcare, companionship and safety domains. As a 
result, these studies differ significantly in terms of application and objectives as explained 
in the following paragraphs. 
  There are many applications of robotic system which requires making contact with 
robots. This is especially true in the field of healthcare where robots are being used for 
hygiene [113], skin care [114], surgery [115], and patient care [116]. Employing robots 
for taking care of elderly is one of the major goals in robotic industry [99, 116]. Studies 
within this domain looks into various psychological implications of robot initiated touch. 
For example, Chen et al. [117, 118] investigates the effects of robot touch (instrumental 
vs affective) in a nurse-patient interaction scenario. They also assess the effects of 
‘warning type’ prior to contact. However, these studies focus on an aware participant who 
would deliberately seek patronage for the particular services. These cases involve 
situations in which robot touch is in itself the central means to achieve the desired 
objective. 
Emotional responses to robot touch are also investigated in social robotics where 
robots are expected to perform the role of emotional companions or social agents. 
Nakagawa et. al investigates the effect of robot’s touch on motivation in [119]. Spek [120] 
studies about the effect of robot’s touch on trust during human-robot interaction. Once 
again, these studies entails participants who are aware of robot’s intention to touch. 
Another area where robot contact is heavily studied is regarding contact safety. Naturally, 
these studies have little to do with human’s subjective responses to contact but rather, 
focus on the dangers and mitigating measures of robot human contact or collision. 
Haddadin provides a detailed study about safety during collision in [121]. 
Therefore, even though a lot of research exists that investigates different aspect 
(psychological effects and safety) of robot touch or impact, these research belong to 
completely different categories of either ‘affective contact’ or ‘contact safety’. As stated 
above, our investigation considers an unaware participant who is engrossed in his own 
activity and is obstructing a robot which is trying to move towards its destination. There 
are no visual cues as to when and where the physical contact would occur. This lack of 
study has inspired us to form our own investigation into the emotional response towards 
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robot initiated touch during the course of navigation. For this study, inspiration was taken 
from the work of Chen et. al in [117, 118].  
 
Figure 7.1 HucoM employing contact-based inducement. 
7.2 Methodology 
The experiment described in this chapter was conducted only after receiving approval 
from the Waseda University’s Office of Ethics Research. The experiment was performed 
in the Motion capture room of Waseda University Science and Engineering Research 
center using Raptor-E Digital RealTime System [112]. 
7.2.1 Participants 
44 participants were recruited from Waseda University through flyers and word of 
mouth. While recruiting, no details about the experiment were divulged except for the 
fact that the experiment was about human-robot interaction. The participants were 
required to be at least 18 years old, and to be able to understand basic Japanese. The 
participants comprised of 27 males and 17 females, with their age ranging from 18 - 40 
years (M = 24.25, SD = 5.24). More than half (26) of the participants were from Japan, 
while the remaining were from China (5), India (3), South Korea (2), Mexico (1), Nepal 
(1), Russia (1), Sri Lanka (1), Sudan (1), Thailand (2), and United States of America (1). 
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7.2.2 Experiment Design 
A 2x2 between-subjects experiment (see Table 7.1) was designed to investigate the 
following two hypotheses about participants’ subjective responses to robot-initiated 
contact-based inducement: 
Hypothesis 1: Participants will find robot-initiated contact-based inducement more 
favorable when given a ‘verbal warning’ prior to contact versus ‘no verbal warning’. 
Hypothesis 2: Participants will find robot-initiated contact-based inducement more 
favorable when they have ‘prior experience’ with robots. 
Table 7.1 Experiment Design. 
 
Warning Condition 
Yes No 
Experience 
with Robots 
Yes 11 participants  11 participants 
No 11 participants 11 participants 
 
To test these hypotheses, two independent variables were defined: (1) the warning 
condition (warning vs. no warning) and (2) prior experience with robots. For the warning 
condition, the robot used the following utterance: 
“Sumimasen, toorimasu.” 
The utterance roughly translates into, “Excuse me, I am passing through.” We used a 
synthesized female voice for the warning utterance. 
For the prior robot experience condition, strict measures were defined for categorizing 
experience. Since the research was performed inside the Waseda University Science and 
Engineering Research center, there was an easy access to students pursuing robotics. 
Therefore, the participants that have been labelled as having experience with robots have 
been around robots and/or even worked with robots significantly. The experimental 
design ensures the following:  
(1) The same touching behavior is performed on each participant across all four 
conditions; and  
(2) The content of speech is the same for either of the warning conditions. 
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Pseudo Experiment. As the experiment involves making contact (slight push) with 
a human, it is necessary to create a distraction for the effective implementation of contact. 
This is essential because if the human is aware of the robot’s intention to make contact, 
the human may evade it making it difficult to achieve standard test conditions. Also, 
because the experiment is about the subjective response to contact, it is of utmost 
importance that the design implies to the participant that the robot made contact with the 
participant to request the participant to move aside so that the robot can reach its goal. 
Therefore, we designed a pseudo experiment called “Emotion Identification” to take the 
participant’s attention away from the robot. The pseudo experiment consisted of looking 
at 12 pictures of robotic faces (toy-like vs android) and matching the faces with an 
appropriate emotion. The pictures were pasted on the whiteboard which is shown in Fig. 
5. 
Setup. Figure 7.2 shows the layout of the experiment. The participant is placed at a 
distance of 1 m from the white board containing a series of robots faces portraying various 
emotions. There are two cameras placed at the right end of the room. Camera 1 is for 
capturing facial reactions whereas camera 2 is used for capturing the experiment as a 
whole.  The laptop is placed at the center of the right end, and serves as a sound source 
which the HuCoM is trying to reach. HuCoM is at its initial position and experimenter 1 
is pretending to work on it so as to indicate the participant that there is another experiment 
going on in the room. Experimenter 2 is shown at the initial place through where the 
experimenter explains the details of the pseudo experiment. 
 
 
Figure 7.2 Layout of the Experiment Design. 
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7.2.3 Procedure 
Once the participant arrived at the experiment location, they were ushered inside the 
experiment room. They were then accompanied towards the designated position (1 m in 
front of the whiteboard in Fig. 6) while explaining to them about the details of the 
‘Emotion Identification’ pseudo experiment. They were then handed the form to match 
the emotions of the robot faces. As the participant started to concentrate on the task at 
hand, HuCoM’s motion was initiated. After, exerting contact on the obstructing human, 
HuCoM continued towards its goal (notebook). The same motion pattern and other details 
for both the warning groups were maintained, except for the warning action. HuCoM was 
then turned off and the participants were allowed to complete the emotion identification 
form. After the participants completed their form, they were enquired about their recent 
interaction with HuCoM. All of the participants were aware of the robot contact and 
therefore, we proceeded by handing them the post-task questionnaires and specifically 
requested them to answer it based on their feelings during the contact. Afterwards, 
interviews were conducted to access their understanding of the experiment objectives, 
and to get the description of their general feelings as well. 
7.2.4 Measured Variables 
Two basic psychological methods were administered to assess the participant’s 
subjective responses. The participants were provided with post-task questionnaires which 
included the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) and a number of custom 
based Likert-scale questions. In addition, videos of the subjects and their trajectories after 
contact were captured, and participants were interviewed about the interaction after the 
experiment. This study presents our initial inquiry into the subjective response and 
therefore, only includes the results from the PANAS survey and the Likert-scale questions. 
PANAS. The Positive Affect Negative Affect Schedule is a 20-item self-report 
measure of mood states on a 5-point Likert scale (1= very slightly or not at all, 5= 
extremely) [122, 123]. The mean score for positive affect is 35.7 (SD = 6.2) and for 
negative affect is 19.5 (SD 6.0) [123]. The PANAS scale that we administered for our 
analysis has been adapted from [124]. For the analysis, since the participants comprised 
of both English speaking and non-English speaking subjects, it was a challenge to use the 
exact wordings. Because it takes mastery of both languages to perform critical translation, 
the most suitable choice was to use the already available translation in [124]. 
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Custom Likert scale. Likert scale is a very popular psychometric scale named after its 
inventor, Rensis Likert [125]. It involves questionnaires to which the respondents respond 
to according to the extent to which they agree with them. The response is based on a 
number scale (typically 1 to 5 or 7) with a linear association with the strength/intensity of 
experience. For our subjective evaluation, we used a scale ranging from 1 to 9 which adds 
additional granularity. We asked general questions to the participants about their 
experience where 1 = “Strongly Disagree,” 5 = “Neutral,” and 9 = “Strongly Agree”. The 
questions are listed in Table 3. 
7.2.5 Expected Outcomes 
This sub-section looks into the outcomes we would expect if the proposed hypotheses 
were true. The participants are expected to have higher feelings of positive affect and 
lower feelings of negative affect when they receive a warning. The participants who 
receive warning are also expected to feel less scared (LQ2), to be less bothered by the 
robot being very close (LQ5), and to be more willing to let the robot push them again if 
it is important (LQ6). Further, the participants are expected to comprehend the need for 
contact better in the case of warning (LQ3 & LQ7). For the prior experience factor, the 
participants with prior experience with robots are expected to have higher feelings of 
positive affect and lower feelings of negative affect. Additionally, they are expected to 
feel less scared (LQ2), to be less bothered by the robot being very close (LQ5), and to be 
more willing to let the robot push them again if it is important (LQ6). 
Table 7.2 List of Likert-scale Questions. 
 Custom-based Likert-scale Questions 
LQ1 I did not even realize that the robot pushed me 
LQ2 I felt scared when I found out that the robot pushed me 
LQ3 There was no need for the robot to push me 
LQ4 I found the contact to be uncomfortable 
LQ5 I do not mind with the robot being very close to me 
LQ6 I will let the robot push me again if it is important 
LQ7 The robot pushed me because I was in its way 
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7.3 Results 
Our two-way, between-subject analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the independent 
variables of ‘prior experience’ and ‘warning condition’ did not yield any significant 
interactions. Therefore, we will describe the results of the effects of our two independent 
variables separately.  
Figures 7.3 and 7.4 shows the self-reported measures for the warning vs no warning 
conditions. As can be seen from Figure 7.4, the positive affect is significantly higher in 
the case of warning condition. Also, the negative affect is lower even though the values 
fail to meet the α = 0.05 significance. Participants significantly felt less scared when they 
were given a warning (F (1, 42) = 8.20, p < 0.05). They also found the contact to be less 
uncomfortable (F (1, 42) = 6.20, p < 0.05) and reported as being more willing to let the 
robot push them again (F (1, 42) = 11.30, p < 0.05). For the remaining measures, even 
though the overall response is towards the expected direction, the results fail to meet the 
required statistical significance. 
Figure 7.5 and 7.6 shows the self-reported measures for the prior experience condition. 
As can be seen from the figure, there were no significant dependent measures except for 
robot being very close. As expected, participants with prior experience did not mind with 
the robot passing very close to them (F (1, 42) = 5.70, p < 0.05). For all the dependent 
measures, participants with prior experience responded similarly to their counterparts. 
These results fail to support our Hypothesis 2. 
 
Figure 7.3 Participant’s subjective responses (mean and standard error bar) for PANAS 
(warning). 
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Figure 7.4 Participant’s subjective responses (mean and standard error bar) for 9-point 
Likert-scale questions (warning). 
 
Figure 7.5 Participant’s subjective responses (mean and standard error bar) for PANAS 
(prior experience). 
 
Figure 7.6 Participant’s subjective responses (mean and standard error bar) for 9-point 
Likert-scale questions (prior experience). 
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7.4 Discussion and Conclusion 
This chapter presented results from the study in which a mechanical-looking robot 
utilizes contact to induce an unaware and obstructing human to give way to the robot. On 
average, regardless of the variables, participants did not report any serious discomfort 
even though the participants had relatively lower positive affect. All the participants 
realized the robot’s contact and most of them (especially in warning group) understood 
the reason for robot’s contact. Even though there was support for the first (warning) 
hypothesis, the second hypothesis on the ‘prior experience’ was not verified. 
The custom-based Likert scale questions LQ1 and LQ7 were designed to test the 
participant’s understanding of the experiment situation. The overall response for LQ1 
suggest that all of them realized the contact made by the robot. However, for LQ7, some 
of the participants responded in a neutral manner. The failure to understand the context 
could have resulted in them responding differently. This could be the result of experiment 
design issue which is explained further during the limitations discussion. 
In contrast to the results presented in [117, 118], the results from this study suggests 
that offering a verbal warning prior to contact yields a more favorable response when 
compared to without warning. This could probably be because of the participants being 
unaware of the robot’s intention to contact in this study. 
For the second hypothesis, the results do not suggest any influence based on prior 
experience with robots. This result is somewhat surprising because, at least in the existing 
literature regarding proxemics, experience with robots suggests a smaller personal space 
in participants [126]. Further, because a lot of the participants have experience building 
and handling robots, it would be natural for them to have more favorable response than 
their counterparts.   
As with any single study, there are several limitations of this experiment design that 
must be acknowledged. First, this study was run with only one version of highly 
mechanical-looking robot, HuCoM. There are many researches which have concluded 
that appearance of the robot highly affects its likeability [127]. It is important to see 
whether the same results hold true with let us say, an aesthetically pleasing robot. Another 
limitation is the composition of participants. The participants were mostly male Japanese 
adults. This raises the issue of how the results will translate into people from different 
cultures, genders and age groups. The third limitation which is perhaps the most 
prominent one is the design of the experiment itself. The real scenario for the experiment 
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is supposed to be a very crowded place which will also be noisy in most cases. As the 
population density increases, people start to compromise more with their personal space 
and eventually they also become understanding to body contact. Take the example of a 
crowded bus or train for instance. However, owing to the difficulty of achieving standard 
test conditions and other issues, the experiment design had to be simplified as much as 
possible. This could have resulted in less favorable results. A field trial will probably 
yield more accurate results.  
In conclusion, the results show that the respondents do not entirely reject the idea of 
contact-based inducement. Given the possibility that contact-based inducement in 
crowded environment can yield efficient navigation, this study serves as a pilot study and 
allows us to explore further in this field. In the future, a field trial experiment will be 
conducted where the effectiveness of the contact-based inducement motion planning in 
terms of gain in efficiency versus social cost associated with exerting contact will be 
evaluated. 
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8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 
WORK 
This chapter provides a summary of the thesis. After the summary, it presents possible 
improvements and highlights some directions for future research. 
8.1 Thesis Conclusion 
As of now, the robotics technology has slowly gained recognition and has been 
utilized rudimentarily in various sectors. In fact, the technology has quite matured when 
we consider certain industrial applications. However, for the integration of robots into 
everyday environments and reaping of its full potential, autonomous navigation is a must. 
The technology of autonomous navigation has been significantly progressing since the 
last couple of decades. Yet, for a daily congested situation, many arduous challenges 
remain. The study in this thesis looks into utilizing intent communication mechanism to 
improve legibility and seek cooperation during robot navigation, so as to improve the 
overall effectiveness of robot navigation among humans. 
The goal of this thesis is to explore the effectiveness and versatility of various intent 
communication mechanisms across different scenarios. In light of the requirement for and 
the possible advantages that can be achieved by using intent communication mechanisms, 
this thesis explore the usage of three different approaches that are already prevalent and 
established in human society to see whether they can equally apply and aid in robot 
navigation. Specifically, we have evaluated light (turn) signals, projection (projected light 
ray) signals, display signals (arrow on screen), their combinations with sound, and made 
a comparison between all of them across different passing scenarios. Even though there 
has been research that have proposed the usage of different communication mechanisms 
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in the past, these studies have not made a detailed comparison between various methods 
and explored their versatility across different scenarios. 
The study in this thesis includes evaluation from participants with different ages and 
background. In total, 41 people were recruited who participated across four different 
scenarios. While doing the experiments, a variety of questionnaires were administered, 
interviews conducted and trajectory data were captured. The results include the analysis 
of both the subjective as well as the trajectory data.  
In addition, this thesis also advocates the idea of using contact-based inducement for 
navigation in dense but static human crowd. An idea wherein a robot uses contact to 
induce an obstructing human to give way to the robot has been proposed. Specifically, 
the robot’s arm has been utilized to contact an obstructing human and influence him to 
move aside. Naturally, this unconventional approach needs to be explored from two 
different vantage points. The first question is about the effectiveness of such an approach. 
We need to first investigate whether we can influence human to react in a manner that 
will be beneficial for the robot. For this purpose, a preliminary experiment for analyzing 
the correspondence between the contact force and human’s reaction to the force was 
designed. The second question is about acceptability of such an approach. To this end, a 
simple experiment using contact was conducted with 44 people utilizing a pseudo 
experiment. Finally, a case-based reasoning approach motion planning algorithm that 
utilized contact-based inducement was implemented.  
In conclusion, this thesis presents four different types of explicit directional intent 
communication approaches. For the first three types of communication modalities, the 
intended environment is a moderately populated dynamic environment. All three of these 
approaches were combined with sound, and all of these combinations were compared 
with each other and a baseline approach without any indications. The comparisons were 
made across three different scenarios which represented a simplified summarization of 
possible everyday encounters in terms of passing or crossing angles. Evaluation results 
show significant improvement in perceived feelings in the case of turn (with sound) and 
projection indicators across all three scenarios. However, display indicators even though 
convenient, creates confusion depending upon the preference of convention inherent to 
participants. Display indicators did improve the perceived measures in 180 degrees’ 
scenario but it failed to produce any statistically significant results in the remaining 
scenarios. The use of sound did not produce statistically significant results when 
compared with the same modalities without sound; however, especially in the case of turn 
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indicators with sound, it did increase the number of significant results when compared to 
baseline and display modes. Finally, the results of the observed trajectories showed us 
that even though the perceived measures improve with using explicit communication 
mechanisms in the case of light signals, it does not effectively improve navigation 
smoothness as the angle of interaction becomes more acute. 
Finally, the fourth communication mechanism includes that of contact and is intended 
for a dense but relatively static environment. Using contact to ask a human to move aside 
is a rather unconventional approach in navigation studies. However, because the existing 
technologies make navigation in crowded environments challenging, such an approach 
can possibly make it easier and in fact safer for robots to navigate in congested scenarios. 
There are obviously two important considerations for using contact: can we influence a 
human to react in a desired manner, and will such an approach be acceptable? Study was 
carried out to analyze both these aspects. The results suggest that it is possible to 
successfully influence a human in a desired direction. Using the results of the preliminary 
human reaction experiments, a simple motion planner using RRT was designed. The 
planning strategy was then implemented in real settings. The successful implementation 
of the proposed method provides an alternate approach to robot navigation in congested 
environments. 
8.2 Future Work 
The work presented in this thesis is part of a continuous effort towards realizing an 
ultimate goal of achieving safe and efficient human-robot collaborative motion in a 
congested environment. Specifically, the long term goal is to integrate robot into the daily 
environment of modern day cities. This goal is a multifaceted problem which entails a 
range of subjects, ranging from conventional engineering themes to economics and even 
social sciences. 
8.2.1 Tasks Specific to the Proposed Method 
For the next step, we will focus on few key aspects which will contribute towards the 
long-term goal of achieving smooth and efficient robot navigation. These areas of focus 
are explained in the following paragraphs. 
Collaborative Motion Planning using Auxiliary Communication Methods for 
Communicating Directional Intent. Humans exhibit intention through their eye gaze 
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movement, their facial expression and body language. This interaction allows human to 
easily understand and predict the intentions of any interacting person. However, even the 
state-of-the-art robot cannot reproduce these actions in a natural and accurate way. 
Therefore, one area of our future research will look into simple communicating modes 
(for example turn signal, direction arrows on a display, etc.) that are already ubiquitous 
in our society. We will investigate whether these communication modes will translate 
equally well into the case of robotic navigation or not. We will also test how flexible they 
can be across different navigation scenarios with different population densities. Finally, 
we will work towards a probabilistic motion planning framework which will utilize the 
communication modes in order to convey intention as well as to seek cooperation. 
Contact-based Inducement. This area of our study will specifically focus on heavily 
crowded but relatively static environment. In the case of humans, we can easily alter our 
body shape to squeeze through very narrow spaces (for example, a concert area or a 
crowded train). However, it is impossible with the present robots to perform such actions 
and therefore, one way of working through the problem is to utilize contact as a means of 
seeking cooperation. This research will continue the work that we have already published. 
Specifically, we will work on motion planning framework that will utilize contact based 
inducement through case-based reasoning. We will test the algorithm in an artificial 
crowd inside the laboratory in terms of both the effectiveness and acceptability. 
Efficient Space Utilization. As the environment becomes more congested, people start 
compromising with their personal space and they start to use the scarce space more 
efficiently. Because of the lack of space, people tend to walk straight and avoid at the last 
minute and finally, they manage efficient space utilization by turning their shoulders 
during crossing to reduce their effective width. Through our previous work, we have 
already established that people adjust their shoulder width when they have limited space 
and are in a hurry. We will now continue this research in the case of human and robot 
interaction. Specifically, we will test whether humans perform the same behavior with 
the robot and work towards a suitable action behavior for the shoulder turning based on 
the experiment results. Finally, we will work towards integrating this behavior in our 
motion planning framework. 
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8.2.2 Tasks Focused on the Ultimate Goal 
As we are working on a really convoluted problem that requires various disciplines, 
there are numerous challenges to overcome. The focus area in this thesis is that of higher 
robot priority within the contact phase. Actually, the real scenario requires flexible 
priority with the robot reacting appropriately to the varying circumstances. However, 
before we reach the contact phase, the robot needs to handle the close phase interaction. 
Naturally, there is also the problem of coupling the close and the contact phase. 
It is impossible to list and discuss all of the problems related to our ultimate goal. In 
simple terms, the few important areas that need to be addressed are as follows. 
• Hardware and Control Strategies – Improvements in Both Sensing and Actuation 
• Sensors: Vision and other Onboard Sensors 
• Motion Planning 
• Identifying Motion Cues – Identifying and Signaling 
• Identifying Children, Elders and Disabled People 
• Hardware Design Considerations for Body Flexibility and Safety 
• Psychological Analysis 
Broadly speaking, the list above presents the important issues that need to be 
addressed in order to successfully integrate robots into a crowded environment. Of course, 
the problem becomes relatively very easy for scarcely populated situation as the robot 
can detour a little and reach its goal with sufficient efficiency. However, with crowd 
exceeding 1 person per meter square, there is no option but to sacrifice human safety. 
Once we decide to sacrifice human safety and bring the robot in contact with human, 
every component inside the robot needs a significantly ‘improved’ performance. Thus, 
the problem becomes seriously convoluted and requires a great deal of research. 
Hopefully, we will be able to share same space with robots within this decade. 
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APPENDIX 
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Visually Explicit Intent Communication Modules’ Experiment Explanation 
Welcome! Thank you for participating in our experiment. 
Now, we would like to explain about our experiment.  
This is an experiment about Human-Robot interaction. Today, you will work together 
with our robot to collaborate in a warehouse task. You will be given a set of instructions 
relating to the task which essentially comprises of carrying items from a shelf in one end 
of the room to another, and arranging the items in their appropriate place.  
First, you will stand in front of one end of the room in front of the shelf and carry the box. 
When we give the signal, please turn around immediately and begin moving to the shelf 
at the other side of the room to complete the task/work. You do not need to hurry when 
walking. After you finish the task, please fill in the questionnaire prepared near you.  
After you have finished the questionnaire, please go back in front of the shelf which you 
finished the task. And wait until we give the signal to start the task. This time, leave the 
box where it is and walk back to the other side of the room to pick up another box of 
numbered items.  
This process will be done several times.  
After a number of trials are done, we will do an interview asking you how and what you 
felt working in the same space with a robot. 
Next, we will go on to the details of the task. There will be a box or shelf full of numbered 
items in the starting end of the experiment. You will need to place these numbered items 
in a tray given to you and then carry the tray to the opposite end of the room. At the 
opposite end you will again have a box or shelf which is divided into different 
compartments and each compartment will have its own label number. You will need to 
place the numbered items you carried in the tray into the compartments of the shelf 
according to the compartment number by the remainder you will get when you divide the 
number on the item by 4. For example, when you divide 6 by 4, you will get the remainder 
2. So you place the item numbered 6 into the compartment labeled 2.  
Do you have any questions about the experiment? 
Now, we would like to start.  
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Participant’s information. 
 
 Participant No. (被験者番号):                       
 
 Sex (性別):                                      
 
 Age (年齢):                             
 
 Nationality (国籍):                                
 
 Education level (最終学歴):                         
 
 Current Occupation (現在の職業):                    
 
 Familiarity with robots (on a scale of 1 to 9)            
 
 Prior interaction with robots (on a scale of 1 to 9)        
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Visually Explicit Intent Communication Modules’ Experiment’s Rating 
Explanation 
 
NOTE: There are questions listed below. After reading each question, circle the number 
that you most associate with that question. The numbers refer to the degree of emotion as 
explained in the number line below. For the last question, please freely write down what 
you felt. 
下記の質問に直感的に感情に一番近い選択肢に丸をつけてください. また質問に記述で
答えてください. 
数字は以下のように数直線で説明している感情の度合いを指します。 
 
 
 
 
1    Very Slightly or Not at All   ほとんど、または全くあてはまらない 
2  
3 A Little   少ししかあてはまらない 
4  
5 Moderately   まあまああてはまる 
6  
7 Quite a Bit   かなりあてはまる 
8  
9 Extremely   非常にあてはまる 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table: Rating Value and its interpretation   
表：評価値とその解釈 
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Questionnaire 1 for Visually Explicit Intent Communication Module’s Experiment. 
Participant Number (被験者番号): _________               Trial No.(試行数):_____________ 
 
Comfort: how comfortable were you during the crossing with the robot? 
快適さ：ロボットと快適な移動を行えましたか？ 
1             2                  3                 4                 5                6                 7                 8              9 
 
Naturalness: was the robot's action/behavior natural? 
自然さ：ロボットの動きは社会的に適していたと思いますか？ 
1             2                  3                 4                 5                6                 7                 8              9 
 
Legibility: was the robot's action legible? 
分かりやすさ：ロボットの動きは分かり易かったですか? 
1             2                  3                 4                 5                6                 7                 8              9 
 
Performance: how was the robot's performance in terms of collaborative navigation along the 
work space? 
総合評価：総合的に見てロボットとすれ違いやすかったですか. 
1             2                  3                 4                 5                6                 7                 8              9 
 
Speed of understanding: How quickly were you able to understand the robot’s intention? 
理解度の早さ：ロボットの意図をどのくらい早く理解することができましたか。 
1             2                  3                 4                 5                6                 7                 8              9 
 
Situational Awareness: the robot was aware of the current situation? 状況認識：ロボットは状
況認識はできていたか。 
1             2                  3                 4                 5                6                 7                 8              9 
 
Confidence: please rate the level of confidence you had in regards to trusting the robot’s behavior 
during the interaction? 自信：ロボットとのインタラクションの際、ロボットの行動にど
のくらい自信が持てたか評価してください。 
1             2                  3                 4                 5                6                 7                 8              9 
 
Any comments? 
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Questionnaire 2 for Visually Explicit Intent Communication Modules’ Experiment. 
Participant Number (被験者番号): _________               Trial No.(試行数):_____________ 
Comfort: how comfortable were you during the crossing with the robot? 
快適さ：ロボットと快適な移動を行えましたか？ 
1             2                  3                 4                 5                6                 7                 8              9 
 
Naturalness: was the robot's action/behavior natural? 
自然さ：ロボットの動きは社会的に適していたと思いますか？ 
1             2                  3                 4                 5                6                 7                 8              9 
 
Legibility: was the robot's action legible? 
分かりやすさ：ロボットの動きは分かり易かったですか? 
1             2                  3                 4                 5                6                 7                 8              9 
 
Performance: how was the robot's performance in terms of collaborative navigation along the 
work space? 総合評価：総合的に見てロボットとすれ違いやすかったですか. 
1             2                  3                 4                 5                6                 7                 8              9 
 
Intuitive: the robot’s indication system was highly intuitive? 
直観的：ロボットの表示方法は直観的でしたか。 
1             2                  3                 4                 5                6                 7                 8              9 
 
Speed of understanding: How quickly were you able to understand the robot’s intention? 
理解度の早さ：ロボットの意図をどのくらい早く理解することができましたか。 
1             2                  3                 4                 5                6                 7                 8              9 
 
Situational Awareness: the robot was aware of the current situation? 状況認識：ロボットは状
況認識はできていたか。 
1             2                  3                 4                 5                6                 7                 8              9 
 
Confidence: please rate the level of confidence you had in regards to trusting the robot’s behavior 
during the interaction? 自信：ロボットとのインタラクションの際、ロボットの行動にど
のくらい自信が持てたか評価してください。 
1             2                  3                 4                 5                6                 7                 8              9 
Any comments? 
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Questionnaire 3 for Visually Explicit Intent Communication Modules’ Experiment. 
 
Participant Number (被験者番号): _________                      Mode: __________________         
 
What are your general feelings regarding the signaling (indication) mechanism that we 
used in this round? 
私たちが使用したシグナリングのメカニズムに対してどのように感じましたか。 
 
 
 
 
 
Any comments regarding the advantages and disadvantages of using this particular 
method? 
この特定の方法を用いることに関しての利点や欠点になにか感想はありますか。 
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Questionnaire 4 for Visually Explicit Intent Communication Modules’ Experiment. 
Participant Number (被験者番号): _________               
 
Which method do you prefer the most? どの手法・方法を最も好みましたか。 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Any particular reasons? 特定の理由は何かありますか。 
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Contact-based Inducement Experiment: PANAS QUESTIONNAIRE 
Participant Number (参加者数): ___________________                
Gender (性別): _________________________________ 
Age (年齢): ____________________________________             
Place where you grew up (出身地): _________________ 
NOTE: There are 20 words listed below and each of them has a space adjacent to it. After 
reading each word, fill the adjacent space with the number that you most associate with 
that word. The meaning of each numbers is explained in the table below. 
情動や感情 を表す、20 個の言葉や表現が下にあげられています。それぞれの項
目をよく読み、あなたの 気持ちが今どれ程、それらの項目の内容に該当してい
るかを次にあげる５段階でお答えください。そして、その番号を各項目の横に
記入して下さい。 
 
 
1 
Very Slightly or Not at All 
ほとんど、または全くあてはまらない 
2 
A Little 
少ししかあてはまらない 
3 
Moderately 
まあまああてはまる 
4 
Quite a Bit 
かなりあてはまる 
5 
Extremely 
非常にあてはまる 
 
Table: Rating Value and its interpretation  
（表：評価値とその解釈） 
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Example (例): Interested (興味のある) ____5_____ 
 
1. Interested (興味のある): 11. Irritable (イライラした): 
2. Distressed (苦悩した): 12. Alert (機敏な): 
3. Excited (ワクワクした): 13. Ashamed (恥ずかしい): 
4. Upset (動揺): 14. Inspired (やる気が沸いた): 
5. Strong (強気な): 15. Nervous (ぴりぴりした): 
6. Guilty (後ろめたい): 16. Determined (決心した): 
7. Scared (おびえた): 17. Attentive (注意深い): 
8. Hostile (敵意を持った): 18. Jittery (神経質な): 
9. Enthusiastic (熱心な気持ち): 19. Active (活気のある): 
10. Proud (誇らしい): 20. Afraid (恐れた): 
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Contact-based Inducement Experiment: Custom Likert-Scale Questionnaire 
Participant Number (参加者数): ___________________                
Gender (性別): _________________________________ 
Age (年齢): ____________________________________             
Place where you grew up (出身地): _________________ 
NOTE: There are 7 questions listed below and each of them has a space adjacent to it. 
After reading each question, fill the adjacent space with the number that you most 
associate with that question. The numbers refer to the degree of emotion as explained in 
the number line below. 
下記に 7 問題が記載されています。問題の最後または横には空欄があります。
問題を読み終わったら、自分の感情に一番近い番号を空欄に入れてください。
数字は以下のように数直線で説明している感情の度合いを指す。 
 
 
 
 
 
Q1. I did not even realize that the robot pushed me（私はロボットが私をプッシュし
ていることに気づかなかった）_____________________. 
Q2. I felt scared when I found out that the robot pushed me（私はロボットが私をプッ
シュしていることが分かったとき、怖かった）_______________. 
Q3. There was no need for the robot to push me（ロボットが私をプッシュするの必
要はなかった）________________________. 
Q4. I found the contact to be uncomfortable （私は接触が不快であることが判明し
た）___________________________. 
 
Strongly Disagree 
全く同意できない 
Neutral 
中性 
Strongly Agree 
強く同意する 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
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Q5. I do not mind with the robot being very close to me（ロボットが私に近づいて来ても
構わない） __________________. 
Q6. I will let the robot push me again if it is important（重要な場合は、ロボットが私
を再度プッシュしても構わない） ___________________. 
Q7. The robot pushed me because I was in its way (ロボットが歩いている道にじゃま
にたった為ロボットが私をプッシュされた)______________________. 
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Contact-based Inducement Experiment: Identifying Emotions 
Participant Number (参加者数): ___________________                
Gender (性別): _________________________________ 
Age (年齢): ____________________________________             
Place where you grew up (出身地): _________________ 
PICTURE 1: __________________. 
PICTURE 2: __________________. 
PICTURE 3: __________________. 
PICTURE 4: __________________. 
PICTURE 5: __________________. 
PICTURE 6: __________________. 
PICTURE 7: __________________.  
PICTURE 8: __________________. 
PICTURE 9: __________________. 
PICTURE 10: _________________. 
PICTURE 11: _________________. 
PICTURE 12: _________________. 
a) ANGRY 怒る 
b) DISGUST 嫌悪 
c) SAD 悲しい 
d) DISAPPOINTED 憮然 
e) LONELY 寂しい 
f) SURPRISED 驚く 
g) GUILT 疚しい 
h) FEAR 恐れた 
i) SHOCK 呆れる 
j) HAPPY 嬉しい 
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